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Mounted Policeman Sena Ar- Visitors Greatly Pleased With Two Counts Alleging Conspiracy Socialists Are Stirring up Work- - Impression Prevails That Kokcv-sof- f Two Involve Extent of Powers Painting Mission Churches 150
of Interstate Commerce
In Restraint of Trade Under
His Hearty Manner and
Is In Charge Only
in g men to Many Deeds of
Years Older Than Oldest
rests Man In Colorado on
Commission.
Sherman Act
Handshake.
Violence.
in California.
Serious Charge.
Temporarily-

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero (Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Sault Ste Marie, Mich., Sept. 18.
has received the sum of $408.01 from
James A. Baird, treasurer of Otero In the presence of a cheering throng,
'
President Taft was formally welcounty.
comed to Sault Ste Marie as he alightArrested on Serious Charge.
ed from the train here today at noon.
'
Alejandro Lucero was arrested at Such a crowd
had never been seen in
Rocky Ford, Colorado by Mounted Po- the Soo before
and many had come by
llceman A. A. Sena on the charge of
from
trains
special
great distances.
'. rape.
He was taken to Quay county.
A noticeable element in the assembly
Land Entries.
was the great number of Canadians,
The following are the land entries
who had crossed from the other side
Officer
Wiiliara
Land
. at the Santa Fe
of the St- Mary's River to see, as
R. Newberry, Wil'ard; John S. Matof them humorously put it, "the
many
thews. Cerro; Francisco Trujillo y Pa man who was
going to annex Candilia Trementina; Apolotilo. Abe! ta,
ada.";
Wagon Mound; Jose Garcia y Baca,
He produced a profound impression
Trementina; Joseph Kaepol, Mountain-air- ; on them
with his genial smile and
Matilda L. La Bounty, Willard;
the hearty handshake as he said:
F.
Meek; Moriarty; Margaret "A
George
from Canada? Glad to
Ulibftrri, meetgentleman
Briggs, Willard; Epiganio
you,, sir."
Tierraa Amarilla; Margaret Blattman,
Big crowds from Canada and northWagon Mound.
ern
Michigan began to gather early
'
Lincoln Shows a Loss.
to welcome President Taft' The
Lincoln county shows a loss In Its weather was all that could be desired
assessment this year according to the arid the city was decorated in gala
tax roll received by Treveling Auditor attire for the occasion,
John Joerns. The assessment for t The days program included a brief
.1910 was $2,197,587 and for 1911
tour of the city, a review of 2,500
The net loss is therefore School children in the government
$262,077. Among the items of decrease park, after which the President was
are notably agricultural lands,
scheduled to visit the home of Govimprovements, $33,050; city lots ernor Osborn.
coal lands,
Improvements
$113,205;
The principal address of the' day
$32,400; mineral lands, $31,05.6; cattle, was scheduled for
delivery in the
-

;..

.

$23,-74- 9;

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, .Mass, Sep.. 19. Two indictments were returned today by the
Federal Grand Jury against Ave officials and a large stockholder of the
United Shoe Machinery Company. The
Indictments allege conspiracy In restraint of trade under the Sherman
Act.
v;
The officials Indicted are:
Sidney W. Winslow, of New Orleans

president,
Edward P. Hurd, of Newton,
assistant treasurer,
tor and member of the executive
mittee.

t,

direccom-

George W. Brown, of Newton,
member of the executive
committee and director.
V
William Barbour of New York,
member of the executive
committee and director.
Elmer P. Howe, of Boston, counsel,
member of the executive committee
nt

t,

;;, V
and director.
James J. Storrow, the largest stockholder and formerly a member of the
executive committee and director.
The penalty provided under the
statutes Is a fine of $5,000 or imprisonment for one year, or both.
The six defendants did not appear
today but probably will plead within
the next ten days.
.

:

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (Bv Special Leased Wire to Ner Mexican)
St. Petersburg, Sept. 19. The court
Madrid, Sep. 19. King Alfonso to
day signed a decree suspending the (influences are mobilizing to control
constitutional guarantees throughout the government that shall succeed that
This is equivalent to declar- of the late Premier Stolypin, who died
Spain.
ing the country under martial law. late yesterday of wounds received
This act, which has been under con- when he was shot by Lawyer Bogroff.
sideration for some .days, was taken The impression prevails that the te
to nure of office of M. Kokcvsoff, the
to give the government power
deal sharply and promptly with the acting premier, will be temporary.
The Nationalists fear they would be
revolutionary agitation: now tormenting in many parts of Spain, especially set aside if Kokcvsoff remained at the
in the cities and industrial districts, head of the ministry. Several minis
where republican and revolutionary ters are also out of harmony with the
plans are being furthered under cover acting premier and accordingly there
of w6rkingmen's strikes."
are numberless candidates for caoinet
Socialistic Uprising.
posts which are likely to be vacated.
Well known republican parliamen- , M. Kokcvsoff is generally respected
tary leaders stand aside from the as enlightened on foreign and finanpresent movement which is socialistic cial matters and a straightforward
in character.
conservative in home politics.
Martial law in Spain followed re
The phrase, "it is time to wind up
ports of violence in connection with the Nationalistic animation and inaugworkingmen's strikes which have urate conciliation" is attributed to
been called in various cities to fur him.
There is much speculation as
ther, the government says, a revolu to whether a more liberal
or a more
tionary plot.
The most serious situation is at reactionary policy will be adopted.
Mass Over Stolypin's Remains.
Valencia, where a general strike was
Kiev, Sept. 19. Mass for the redeclared yesterday.
pose of the soul of the late Russian
Murdered a Judge.
The rioters murdered a judge and Premier, M. Stolypin, who was shot
wounded other officers of the court during a gala performance at the
which had been engaged in the trial municipal theatre on Thursday night,
of those who had been arrested earlier was celebrated today at the Kiev
in the day. The mob was Anally dis hospital where the statesman suc
cumbed last night, to the injuries In
persed by guards, from the custom flicted
by Dmitri Bogroff.
house.
Strikes also have been declared at Emperor Nicholas participated in
and its .conclusion
the ceremonies
Bilbao, Saragossa, Cadiz, Huela, Se
personally condoled with M. Stolysome
In
cities.
ville, Gijon and other
of these places the movement has been pin's widow.
but partially successful.
UNITED STATES JUDGE
Plot to Assassinate Weyler.
PETER GROSSCUP TO RETIRE.
Premier Canalejas announces that
the government has in its possession
the details of a revolutionary plot un Will Send His Resignation From Federal Bench to President Taft
covered at Valencia and Barcelona.
Early In October.
Part of the plot was to assassinate
of
General Weyler; Captain-Genera- l
claims (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
The government
Catalonia.
States
Chicago, Sept. 19. United
to know the names of all the conspi
S. Grosscup torators and the source
ui Circuit Judge Peter , tbetr
day announced that he would retire
plies.
from, the bench the first week In Octo
unions
de
labor
The general
today
ber.
t
throug-oucided to call a general strike
Grosscup has served 19 years
Spain oh a day to be fixed later. as Judge
a member of the Federal judiciary
Into
Crowd.
Fire
Troops
in the northern district of Illinois.
Bilbao, Sept., 19. Troops this aft
He attracter public notice when the
en
onwas
crowd
a
ernoon fired
that
United States Court of Appeals of
deavoring to free prisoners, Including which he was a member, reversed the
strike leaders, who were being taken action of
K. M. Lantlis who had
per fined the Judge
through the streets. Twenty-si- x
Oil Company
Standard
is
sons were wounded. The situation

sheep,

$75,685;
goats,
merchandise, $12,782. The

$11,-66-

commerce promise to perplex
the supreme court of the United
States during the first month of its
approaching session. More than twenty cases involving such problems have
been advanced by the court for hearing as soon after the opening of the
term as possible, and the decisions
are awaited with concern among

tra-stat- e

turned this morning from the explorations that are being made on the
plateau west of Jemez Springs, leaving the excavating camp in charge of
F. W. Hodge, chief of the Bureau of
American Ethnology.
Mr. Hewett reports the expedition one of the most
productive yet undertaken by the
school. The site being excavated is
that of Amoxiumqua on the rim of the

transportation interests.
mesa overlooking
Jemez Hot
Two exceedinly hard fought orders high
of the interstate commerce commis- Springs, 1,500 feet above the canon
bed.
sion will come up for review probably
It was a large and important town
within the first two weeks of tiie
in prehistoric times and seems to have
term.
been first abandoned about 1C22 on acThe extent of the powers exercised
count of the hostility of the Nava-join
commission
is challenged
by the
It is known that in 1C27, Fray
both instances.
Martin de Arvide obtained permission
The first of these involved the
from the Father Custodian of New
"grain elevator case."
A long search of these cases is ex- Mexico, Alonzo de Benavidez, to attempt to gather the scattered people
pected to bring forth a decision from
the supreme court on the much disput- again to their old home. The priest
was successful and Amoxiumqua was
ed question as to whether the interrebuilt.
It was again abandoned bestate commerce commission possesses
1G80.
the power to prohibit railroads from fore
The excavations have alreadv vA.
paying to operators of elevators all ed
a large quantity of museum materi
in
for
compensation
"elevating grain
al,
pottery, stone and bone imple"
transit."
ments. The most Important find, acThe commission issued orders emcording to Dr. Hewett, is that of a colbracing such a prohibition.
lection of twenty-fou- r
Venetian beads.
The second order of the commission
In one of the graves, a sure evidence
to be questioned will be that providing
of Spanish influence.
for the reduction of the rates on lumber from northwestern states to cities oneThe ruins consist of two towns built,
upon the other, the older town
in the Mississippi Valley and east to
what they were before November 1, having been of considerably greater
extent than the later. Mr. Hodge
1907.
In this case is involved the point of will continue the excavations for soma
whether the federal courts may ex- time longer, assisted by Mr. Chapman
ana Mr. Nathan Goldsmith.
amine an order of the interstate comA part of the work of the
expedition
merce commission only when it is
is the painting of the ruins of the old
1st
urged that it
confiscatory in its op- Mission church of San
Diego by Mr.
eration, or also when it is urged that Karl
Fleischer, the young Austrian arthe commissions' rates are in themtist, now employed by the school to
selves unjust and unreasonable.
paint for the museum in Santa Fe all
the old mission ruins of New Mexico.
firmin dies in
The ruin at Jemez Hot Springs is one
general
:
Danish westjnpies, of Ahe oldest two on the
soil of the
United States, with Pecos
g
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the oldest California
missions by over
St. Thomas, D. W. I., Sept. 19.
!
150 years. It was here at Jemez that
Antonio Firmin, who deserted his
Juan de Jesus Maria, one of the
Fray
as
Haitien
minister
at
post
London, first
of the Pueblo rebellion
martyrs
to help overthrow President Simon of
of 1CS0, was killed. His
remains, ex- Haiti, died here today.
numea by DeVargas on the 8th of Aug.
ust, 1694, were found pierced by an
arrow and were brought for burial to
Santa Fe. The painting of the ancient
PROHIBITIONISTS
'
missions of New Mexico for the musegrave.
He will send his resignation to Presum by Mr. Fleischer Is another of th
ident Taft shortly after the meeting
highly commendable
projects being
ATTACK TAFT carried
SECRETARY OF WAR- - s
of the United States Court of Apout through the generosity of
WILL VISIT ARMY POSTS. peals on October 3. A desire to enMr. Frank Springer of Las Vegas.
joy more freely his freedom as a ciGeneral Wood and Captain McCoy tizen and resume the practice of law
Censure For Permitting Wil- SCANTY RECEIPTS FROM
Will Accompany Him to Arizona
are given as the reasons for his deAnd Texas.
,
NORTHWEST FAVOR WHEAT
son to Preside at Brecision.

FINAL ELECTION RALLIES
IN NOVA SCOTIA.
school park,
in'
Mackinac
Crosses
;
Strait.
crease is seen in grazing lands,
Liberals Are Fighting Hard to Hold
Soo Junction, Michigan, Sept. 18.
improvements on same, $25,618;
Eleven Seats and Capture
The
train
President
,
special
bearing
city or town lots, $12,426; mines, surTwo Other- -.
and
his
Taft
'party passed through
face improvements, $19,550.
to"o'clock
here
before
10
shortly
To Entertain Teachers.Leased Wire to New Mexican)
day. Coming across the Straits of (Bv Special N.
Rupert F. Asplund, secretary of Mackinac
B., Sept. 19. Final ralSt. John,
this
President
the
morning
the New Mexico Educational Associaconstituencies this
various
the
in
lies
stood on the, upper deck of the ferry
tion has sent out-thfollowing letter for
week close the parliamentary camso
came
an
he
when
hour,
nearly
to the teachers In the city, town and
paign in this section, where the liberrural schools of Santa Fe county, out of the rear platform of his car als are fighting to hold the eleven
and at this place he
in the last
colleges, parochial schools, church at St Ignace
on the lung seats which they occupied
schools, private schools and Indian congratulated the people
of commons and to capture from
house
breezes
filling
they enjoy.
..
schools:
the' opposition the other two St.
'
Message to Mrs. Madison.
Dear Friends:
John
city, and York county which
folThe
President today sent the
On November
16th, , 17th, . 18th,
make up the thirteen to which this
to
Mrs.
Edmund
H.
telegram
lowing
1911, the teachers of New. Mexico will
entitled. They are predictbe the guests of this city and county, Madison, wife of Congressman Madi- province is will come out of the con
that
son
who
died
they
was
"I
ing
deepyesterday:
when the New Mexico- Educational
with twelve representatives but
Association will meet in the City of ly pained to learn at Detroit of the test
shocking death of Judge Madison. Al- admit doubt about winning York coun
' 'Santa Fe.
election, O. 8.
It is our duty to welcome them and low mein to express to you my sym- ty, where, at the last defeated
his lib
conservative,
loss."
Crocket,
pathy
your
great
to make their visit so pleasant that
more than 800 votes.
eral
by
opponent
. they will want to come again.
We
The government workers are hope
are promised the active cooperation
ful that Hon. William Pugsley, minis
of-- the citizens of Santa Fe, but it
ter of public works, will carry with
is necessary for us to take the lead
him, James Lowell as the city and
in the arrangements.
county member.
A meeting of all the teachers of
AGAIN On the other hand, the conservatives
.the county, no matter In what schools
say they will gain several seats in the
they may be, is called for next SaturCrocket, and
province and will
day afternoon, September 23, 1911, at
defeat Pugley himself.
two p. m. at the High' school building
perhaps
Five Million Dollars Damages
In Santa Fe to organize for the enter
Campaign Wa Intense,
Are Asked by Peoria
tainment of the largest gathering of
The campaign for the last seven
educators ever held in New Mexico.
weeks has been intense, particularly
Concern
,
It is a big underaking and we need
towards the close, and marked inter- i Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the help of all.
est has been shown by the electors.
Washinton, D. C, Sept.. 19. To beVery truly yours,
It Is practically all reciprocity, for come thoroughly familiar with miliITS BUSINESS WIS INJURED
RUPERT F. ASPLUND,
;
or against, and the trade agreement tary conditions,
of War
Secretary
"Secretary New Mexico Educational
in all possible as- Stimsort contemplates visiting practbeen
has
presented
'
Association.
Buckeye Campany Also Insists pects. The polls will open at 9 a. ically every army post in the country.
m. and close at 5 p. m., and two hours He and General Wood, chief of staff,
That Dupont and Associates
WNDY McFARLAND DENIES
afterwards there should be a fair indi and Captain Frank R. McCoy of the
:
ETHEL GROOM'S CHARGE.
Be Punished.
cation of the result in the eastern general staff will meet In Pittsburg
provinces.
tonight .for their tour which will In
San Francisco Authorities Declare
British Columbia.
clude Fort Apache, Whipple Barracks
(By Special Leaned Wire to New Mexican)
He Had Several Wives and Is
Trenton, N. J., Sept. 19. The Buck "Vancouver, B. C, Sept 19. Brit- and Fort Huachuca, Arizona, and San
Embezzler,
eye Powder Company which formerly ish Columbia sendsjseven representa- Antonio, Texas, and probably Forts
to the Canadian House of Com- Riley and Leavenworth, Kansas.
(Br Special ideas' a wire ta New Mexican , manufactured powder at Peoria, 111., to- tives
General Wood and Secretary Stim- mons.
Five of these in the last parsuit
S.
U.
in
Colorado Springs, Colo., Sept 19.
the
.
circuit
day brought
son
probably will tour the middle
were
and
conservatives
liament
only
Andrew. F. McFarland, under arrest court here for $5,000,000
damages
In this city on the charge of embez- against the I. E, Dupont de Nemours two liberals. Independent judges be- west, northwest and the Pacific coast
summer.
zlement; preferred 'by , Miss Ethel C. Powder Company and a number of Its lieve that this same division will re- before the next
Gfroom, of San Francisco; - declares subsidiary concerns which are famil- sult from the coming election. Wilthat bis arrest is a part of a black iarly referred to as the "Powder liam Templeman, the only man of the AMERICAN TROOPS ARE
federal cabinet in British Columbians
He says he never trust."
;vmailing scheme.
WATCHING MEXICAN BORDER
.
married Miss Groom m alleged In the
The Buckeye Company claims that running a close race for representaSan Francisco dlspatphesj and has its business has been injured by the tive In Victoria against E. H. Barnard, Raids by Bandits From Across Rio
'
never taken any of her money. He practices of the
,
Grande on Texas Ranches
powder trust by whom he as defeated in the last
will not fight extardltion.
election. Reciprocity is practicall
and places its actual damages at
Must Cease.
He Was a Blue Beard.
and also asks for $500,000 the only issue.
San Francisco, Cal Sept 19. De punitive damages.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
MES8AGE OF CONDOLENCE FOR
tective Thomas Murphy of the San
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. The
Violated Sherman Law.
Francisco Police Department left for
MRS. MADISON FROM TAFT. situation along the Mexican border
N.
18.
J.,
Plaintiff
Trenton,
Sept
Colorado Springs today to take into
is being watched closely by the Unitasks that these damages be Funeral Is to Take Place on
custody Andrew F. MacFarland, want again
ed States so that if yesterday's raids
Friday
ed on a charge of embezzlement pre- - multiplied by three as authorized un
Afternoon at 2 o'clock at Dodge . on farms '; and ranches .?, by ,'. Irref erred by Miss Ethel C; Groom, who der the Sherman act.
City, Kansas.
sponsible bands are repeated, and the
declares she is MacFarland' former The bill of particulars filed by the
border towns of Texas endangered,
sets
out
in
detail
Company
Buckeye
wife, that she obtained annulment of
(Br Special Leased Wire o New Mexican) the War Department will adopt meathe
circumstances'
under which it is
her marriage with Urn on March 23.
Dodge City, Kansas, Sept. 19. Hun sures of protection. There are plenty
Mrs; J. J. Groom, mother of Ethel claimed the Buckeye Company suffer- dreds of telegrams of condolence were of troops in the vicinity ofthe border
e
C. Groom,, who is out of the. city, says ed as a result of the practices
received by relatives of Representative to meet any emergency. In addition
... her daughter was married to Mac- Dupont concern, which practices, It Edmond H. Madison, who died sudden to the; soldiers regularly stationed In
Farland In Ogden, Utah, a few months is charged, were in direct violation of ly at his home here yesterday. They the Department of Texas there Is a rethe Sherman anti-trulaw.
, came from political friends among the inforced
'
, ,
ago.
brigade at San Antonio, a
The annulment of the marriage, she
Insurgent Republicans; from "Regu- regiment at Cloudcroft, N. Mexr, and
lar" Republicans; .from Democrats and another regiment at Fort Huachuca,
says, was secured after the discovery COLORADO DERIVE8 SMALL
that MacFarland had another wife in
'.!
REVENUE FROM ESTATE. from personal friendsthroughout the Arizona.
Los Angeles and, later discoveries
United StateB. Among them was a
- Lata Senator Left
relating .to two other marriages.
Estate of $700,000 message of sympathy to Mrs. Madison FIRE DESTROYED PUBLIC
But It Consists of Mining
from. President Taft, It was decided
SCHOOL BUILDING.
YOUNG WASHINGTON
. Stocks.
today to hold the funeral at 2 o'clock
AVIATOR HAS)' A FALL- ;:;4fv
Friday afternoon.
Four Teachers and Hundred and Fifty
(Br Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pupils Marched Out In Safety
Denver, Colo., Sept. 19. That the 80LEMN REQUIEM MA83 OVER
Props Only Eight Feet Into a Creek
Whan Signal Sounded.
will
state
'!
derive
a
revenue
small
only
,'
; at Harrisburg and Wrenches
REMAINS OF SENATOR CARTER
the
from
esInheritance
tax
on
the
His Bofe..;v;i-;-:Special Leased Wire to New Mexican
tate of the late Senator George W. (By Special Leased WIN to New Mexican) (Br
- Denver, Colo., Sept. 19. Fire this
Mexican
(Br Special Leased Wire to New19.
Is
Swink
Paul
indicated by the investigaHarrisburg, Pa., Sept;
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. With morning destroyed the Harmon pubPeck, the young Washington aviator, tion Of Assistant Attorney General notable; folk in many walks of life lic school building. The tour teachfell eight feet Into a creek while George .W. MotherslU. The Swink present, solemn high mass of requiem ers, and 150 pupils escaped. The
making an exhibition flight near this estate Is estimated at $700,000. but was celebrated at St Pauls ' Roman fire, which is believed to have been
city today. HPeck was on what was MotherslU states that a large part of Catholic church today for the late caused by a defective heating aptc have Been a flight over the city It Is In speculative values which can. former' Senator Carter , of Montana paratus,: was well under way when
from a park. His Back was slightly not be determined while much of the who died
his hdme here suddenly discovered by the pupils, who obeyed
remainder .win. be exempt
oa Sunday. ,
,
injured".
the Are drill signal perfectly. , ,
$52,175;

(By Special Leased With to TCew Mexican)
Director Edgar L. Hewett of the
Washington, D. C, Sept. 19. Many School of American
Archaeolocr re

s.

'

'

$29,-20-
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ASK
He Wants Poor Workingmen to Put
Up at Least Half Million for
'
Defense of McNamaras.'

n
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PROHIBITION DEFEATED BY
26 VOTES IN MAINE.

.

However,' the Figures Are by No
Means Final, Declarea Gover- -'

nor Plalsted.

of-th-

st

constitutional prohibitory amendment
voted on at the special election last
Monday,
today to conti
nue the tabulation on other questions
voted on at the same time.
Tha figures as tabulated last night
showed an apparent
of 26 In favor of repeal, but these
futures Governor Plalsted declares are

--

official-majorit-

'

by no means final.
PORTLAND 8TEAMER GOES
DOWN IN CHESAPEAKE

;
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Make Personal Appeal
to President.

Sagged Owing to Favorable
Weather While Oats Showed
Firmness.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Chicago, III., Sept. 19. Scantiness
of receipts in the northwest save the
wheat market today a firm tone. The

opening was the same as last nirht
to
up. December started at
so
to 95
adunchanged to
vance, touched 95
and rallied to
95
The close was steady with
December at 95
a net gain of
Corn sagged owing to the favorable
weather. December opened a shade
lower to a like amount up at 64
to 64
sold at 64
and
declined to 6464
The close was
steady at 64 for December, a net loss
2

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Ottawa, Kans., Sept. 19. When
President Taft visits this city next
Ottawa
week, seven pastors of
churches will make a personal appeal
to him regarding the positions of Secretary of Agriculture Wilson and Secretary of State Knox oh the International Brewers Congress to be held in
Chicago next month.
The seven pastors came to that conclusion today.
They wrote letters today to the president charging that he had allowed
Secretary Wilson to become honorary
president of the Brewers congress and
had allowed Secretary Knox to write
letters to foreign countries giving official endorsement to the congress.
Methodists After Wilson's Scalp.
Plymouth, la., Sept 19. President
Taft is asked to urge James Wilson,
secretary of agriculture, to withdraw
from his cabinet, the request coming
in resolutions adopted today, by the
annual conference of free Methodists
of Iowa and Minnesota in session here.
-

8

7--

-

1-- 4

8

of 318

2

cent

-

Oats showed firmness In sympathy
with wheat. December started a sixteenth to 8 higher at 46
and
-- i
steadied at 45
Weakness in the hog market carried down
First sales
provisions.
were 5 to 7
lower with January
delivery 8.92
for lard and
8.00 for ribs. There was no business
,
...
in pork.
1--

2

THREE BASEBALL PLAYER8
RELEASED BY AMER. LEAGUE.
Pueblo Defeated by 8ioux City at Forenoon Game by Score of 8even

to Eight

(By Special Leased Wire to Tfew Mexican 1
Chicago, Sept. 19. President B. B.
HORSE THIEVES
Johnson of the American ' Baseball
'
CAUGHT AFTER CHASE. League today announced changes of
,
players In part as follows, released:
Two Others Escaped and One Was By Chicago to Des Moines H. Pinker-to-n
Wounded in Fight With Deputy
and B. White.' By Cleveland to ToSheriffs From Phoenix.
ledo S. Smith to Omaha.
.
At Sioux City In Western. W
(By Special Leased Wire t New Mexican)
Pueblo, 7; Sioux City; 8.
Phoenix, Ariz.,. Sept 19. Travel-staineby a chase of more than 100 OIL FIRE AT
VERNON
miles, deputy sheriffs Jeff Adams end
'
IS NOW UNDER CONTROL.
Lew Mickey returned to Phoenix last
night with three alleged horse thieves (By Special Leased Wire t New
Mexican)
in custody. The men were captured
Los Angeles, Calif.,
19. The
after a hard fight in which one of the fire at the plant of theSept
Hercules Oil
supposed thieves was wounded. Two Refining Company at Vernon which
others succeeded in escaping.
The has burned for twenty-fou- r
hours was
deputies followed the train from a brought under control at midnight last
ranch near Phoenix to Walnut Grove. night Three tanks of crude oil attll
where the fight occurred. The men are burning but little further
damage
arrested are. Manuel Arviso. Grerorv will be done.
Granville and Jesus Morales.
'.
The loss is estimated at $150,000.
d
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BAY.

(By Bpeclal Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., Sept 19. The Bos
ton Chamber of Commerce received
a dispatch this afternoon stating that
the big Portland, Maine, schooner
Stella B., Kiplan had gone down in
Chesapeake Bay. The vessel carries
a crew of eight men.

.

s

RETIREMENT

HIS

(By Special Lease Wire to New Mexican)
19. GovAugusta, Maine,
Sept.
ernor Plalisted and the members of
his counsel, who were in session until midnight canvassing the returns
on the question of the repeal of the THREE

-

)

FOR

Corn

Seven Pastors of Ottawa Will

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Los Angeles, calif., Sept. 19. On his
arrival from Fresno today, Clarence
Darrow, chief counsel for the McNa-mar- a
defense, telegraphed to Attorney
John L. Harrington to return here
from San 'Francisco and submit to arrest under the warrant charging contempt of court issued' for him yester:
day by the district attorney. Darrow,
it was learned, went to Fresno to have
a last conference with Samuel Gom-per- s
regarding the raising of funds to
finance the defense of the McNamara
Brothers. According to Darrow, less
than $100,000 has been contributed to
the defense fund and at least two or
three hundred thousand is urgently
needed,

1

.

wers' Congress

DARROW ISN'T SATISFIED
WITH $100,000.

) ,

'

V,
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cation, have prohibition laws.
SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
STOMACH REGULATED.
He Is a Pig.
San Francisco, Sept 19. SeemingStomachs Feel Fine Five
Minutes After Taking a Little
ly none the worse for his gluttonous
feat Nick Volz, a butcher, swallowed
Diapepsin.
51 raw eggs in 186 seconds. Volz got
The question as to bow long you are the eggs and flOO.
going to continue a sufferer from Indior
gestion, Dyspepsia
Bridge Over Rio Grande.
Stomach is merely a matter of how
A meeting of sheepmen has been
soon you begin taking some Diapep- called for Taos on September 25, to e
sin.
the means for building a bridge
If your Stomach is lacking in di- across the Rio Grande at a point at or
gestive power, why not help the stom- near the American hot springs, two
ach to do its work, not with drastic miles below John Dunn's bridge. '
of digesdrugs, but a
tive agents, such as are naturally at
Short Session of Court,
work in the stomach.
One of the shortest sessions of disshould
Stomachs
with
weak
People
trict court ever held at Alamogord.0,
take a little Diapepsin occasionally, has
There were only two
and there will be no more indigestion. trialsadjourned.
hv Iiittf JIimipTi mnn V nl9a nf
no feeling like a lump of lead in the;
entred Th sesgion agt.
stomach no heartburn Sour nsings,,
Wednesday
Gas on Stomach or Belching or undi- . - .i
:
rr , i
Sick Stomach, and, besides, what you
Wedding Last Evening,
eat will not ferment and poison your
of
breath with nauseous odors. All these! Last evening, George E. Pearson,con.
avmntn, rPSiHns- frnm a snnr. outJ Tres Piedras, Taos county, who is
stomach and dyspepsia are structing telephone lines for the
relieved in five minutes '.est service, was married to Miss Louis
parl Grantley, daughter of Mr. and
after taking a little Dispepsin.
Go to your druggist and get a 50- - Mrs- Benjamin Grantley of Manassas,
cent case of Pape's Diapepsin now, Colorado. The couple will be home at
and you will always go to the table Aiamosa, Colorado,
with a hearty appetite, and what you
Divorce Suits Filed.
eat will taste good, because your
stomach and intestines will be clean Four suits for divorce were filed
and fresh and yoii will know there at Albuquerque. Soledad Sanchez de
are not going to be any more bad.aca asked a divorce from Bartolo
nights and miserable days for you. Baca because it is alleged he was
They freshen you and make you feel convicted of a felony. Jose Antonio
Garcia asks freedom from Clara Ga- like life is worth living.
.
baldon de Garcia, alleging desertion.
,
Epimenio Mora de Lunaasks a decree
HIS SUMMER GIRL.
Dear Laddie, I smiled when I read claiming Jose Luna abandoned her.
Viola Hickson claims
Emmett W.
your last letter.
So she's your Ideal at last you have Hickson, her husband, abandoned and

The Little Store
DENVER BREAD
Try Rocky Ford Water Melons
They are so Delicious.

i
Southern
WE

GIVE

WITH

TICKETS

REGISTER

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

"There is nothing the matter

my skin, and I thought
Cuticura Soap was only for skin
troubles." True, it is for skin
troubles, but its great mission is
to prevent skin troubles. For
more than a generation its delicate emollient and prophylactic
properties have rendered it the
standard for this purpose, while
its extreme purity and refreshing
fragrance give to it all the advantages of the best of toilet soaps.
It is also invaluable in keeping
the hands soft and white, the hair
live and glossy, and the scalp
free from dandruff and irritation.
While its first cost is a few cents
more than that of ordinary toilet
soaps, it is prepared with such care
and of such materials, that it wears
to a wafer, often outlasting several
cakes of other soap, and making
its use, in practice, most economical. Cuticura Soap is sold by
druggists and dealers everywhere,
but the truth of these claims may
be demonstrated without cost by
sending to "Cuticura," Dept. M,
Boston, for a liberal sample
cake, together with a
book on the skin and hair.
with

-

The Delicatessen Store
We carry the best of Imported Goods.
Our Bakery is always going.
Fresh
Bread and Cakes every day : : : : :

.

j
i

Delicious Cream Puffs on Thursday and Saturday
Phone,

Is a Good Month to Start a New Lawn

!

Sow Fancy Kentucky Blue Grass

Tf IJ

I

45

C

Phone Black

SANTA

::

Albuquerque,

N. M.

::

Established

FE

WATER

oal

Screened

CO.

N

Company

Ca-tan-h

Jesse-Frenc-

The Square Music Dealers

re

THE

and Arizona.
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln- Milton and the World Famous Ceciilan deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd satThis firm ha purcliaveu over six isfactory business transaction, not on
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

14

Kinds Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger

Co.

Learnard-Llndeman-n

Phone

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,

45

ten months. They have hundreds of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Bush and Lane.

It

Why Import Mineral Water?

P1AN05 7 PIAN05

Chlckerlng Bros.

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

Santa Fe Trail

SEPTEMBER

Phone Black

Phone

'

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

FOI THAT SUMMER OUTING
deserted her.
met her.
as to bring him under the statute or
You have "looked in her eyes and you
ordinance.
MEXICAN HATS
Jewish New Year.
know she is true."
The
New
of
at
Year
church
Jewish
I
the
am simply astonished
EDITORIAL FLASHES.
My boy
New aud Full Assortment of Unique San Juan Potter)
will be observed on Saturday of this
you!
Latest in Hand Color
Artistic
week and is followed by the Day of
Riches and Happiness.
Post
Cards.
solemn
most
on
festival
inf
the
I
the
out
see
Atonement,
there
Framing.
I fancy
The suicide of Martin Costello, one
you
of the Hebrews.
of the few really wealthy citizens of
beach,
That pretty girl always, of course,
Arizona, emphasizes once more the
Curio
W. C. T. U. Convention.
truth of the saying that riches don't
within reach
The
Womstate
of
convention
the
as
arm
about
Of your strong tender
necessarily bring happiness. Costello;
San Francisco Street.
an's Christian Temperance Union will after acquiring half a million dollars,
. her it slips;
While kisses lie fresh on her ripe rosy hold its opening meeting this evening felt the burden of caring for his
in the First Methodist church at Las wealth and never was the happy man
lips.
Vegas. This is the regular annual con- he had been in the days of his pov
She stirs up their fragrance with vention of the order, which has been erty. Most men, upon acquiring!
held for 28 years.
smile and with pout,
wealth, become abject slaves to their
money. He is a fortunate man who
Their breath floats toward you, 'tis
is philosopher enouh to make himMeeting of Inspectors.
tempting no doubt.
I do not intend to reproach or shame
The two dozen or more district in- self the master when riches come his
WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
you
spectors for the United States Bureau way. Arizona Republican.
,
Old Adam himself from his grave of Animal Industry in New Mexico
will gather in Albuquerque for a discould not blame you.
$100 REWARD, $100.
of
All
cussion of fall dipping on October 8,
of this paper will be
The
readers
see
a kiss wasting just go continuing the meeting until October
When you
to learn that there is at least
Ale
12. The convention will be held in pleased
in and win it ,
one dreaded disease that science has
Or else, with the girls, you are simply the offices of the Animal Industry,
to cure in all its stages, and Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
and it is expected that every district been able
not in it
is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
that
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
But Laddie, my dear, though beside inspector will be in attendance. The
is the only positive cure now known
them you tarry,
meeting will be of much importance to to the medical
SANTA
CO.
MINERAL
fraternity. Catarrh beThe girls yoa may kiss are not girls the sheep men of New Mexico.
ing a constitutional disease, requires
to
marry.
good
a constitutional treatment. Hall's
Las Vegas Priest In Jail.
Cure is taken internally, acting
Did you never when taking a labial
""of
Upon complaint
Margariio
directly upon the blood and mucous
favor
Father Luis Cellier, assistant
WHOLESALE
Detect just a trace of some other pastor of. the Church of Our Lady of surfaces of the system, thereby de
AND
RETAIL
foundation of the disease,
the
stroying
man's flavor?
Sorrows at Las Vegas, spent Sunday and
giving the patient strength by
Or when to your bosom you tenderly in jail on the charge of assault with
RATON,
ap the constitution and as
words and the regular Sunday mass building.nature
press her.
YANKEE
in
The
work.
its
doing
sisting
Reflect that you may have had some could not be sung. The church is
so much faith in its
CERRILL08
have
proprietors
that of Rev. Paul Gilberton, formerly curative
predecessor?
powers that thsy offer One
of Guadalupe church of Santa Fe, and
Dollars for any case that it
Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Whose lips like your own have gath- the congregation is rent in twain in Hundred
te
falls
Send for list of testi
cure.
Sawed Wood and KindHn.
a dispute over the management of the
ered her kisses ;
monials.
Who knows just as well as you do cemetery.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Address P. J. CHENEY & CO., Towhat the bliss is?
ledo, O.
Telephone 85
Seven in the Drag.
Telephone 85
She tells you she loves you, Oh, LadSold by all Druggists, 75c.
die, my dear;
Sunday proved too long a day for Take Hall's
family Pills for constipaAnd perhaps it Is true, just as long as seven individuals at Albuquerque who
tion.
near.
are
in
found
themselves
the
dragyou
police
net on Monday morning. Tomas BaBut when you are gone and her mem- ca was given ten days, Alexander
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
ories mellow
Sals five days, Richard Maxwell paid
Aurlta
She smiles just as sweet on the next $10, Ramon Alire, Gustavo
and Manuel Baca, were given five
FOR C A I p Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards,
cheeky fellow.
She is out for the kisses those petals days and Marcelino Romall was held
For Best Laundry Work
tjAIX and Rancles; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
for a later hearing because of his proof passion
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
That flutter and fall in bjvildering test that he had not imbibed so much
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
fashion.

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

thirty-two--lar-

BUY ONE OF OUR SAWS AND IT WILL BE THE BEST SAW
"YOU EVER SAW."
ALL OF OUR HARDWARE WILL
THE HARDEST
STAND
WEAR. LONG YEARS' IN THE BUSINESS HAVE TAUGHT
US
"THE KINDS THAT BEST STAND THE TEST.
WE ARE HERE TO STAY A LONG TIME, AND WE KNOW WE
CAN DO BEST BY SELLING THE BEST.

'

LOUIS NAPOLEON

191 Black.

1911.

19,

Why Should I Use
Cuticura Soap?

.:

Telephone No. 40.

Santa Fe.

Corner Plaza.

c

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

1900

FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Lump

Sl7522?.

J. CRICHTON

R.

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Imperial Laundry

Building Materials Dawson Coal.

FRUIT BOXES
Flagstaff STANDARD Peach, Pear and Apple Boxes.
Get your order in. The price is right.

RETURNS THURSDAY

Like leaves that are loosened when
roses are riven;
CARDU1 WORKED
To him who will take they are carelessly given.
And while' you are breathing their fraLIKE A CHARM
grance perhaps
You are regaling yourself on some
After Operation Failed to Help,
other man s scraps.
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
A very good motto, my dear boy, is
this:
"I suffered with
Jonesville, S.
Don't trust to the girl whom you light- womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
ly may kiss.
Kendrlck, in a letter from this place,
A thing used in common, my son, "and at
times, I could not bear to stand
grows defiled
on my feet The doctor said I would
Beware of the woman whose kisses never be any better, and that I would
grow wild.
have to have an operation, or I would
Mary Hunt McCaleb have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they operated on me, but I got no better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
THE 5THIE
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
so I continued using it. Now,
improve,
Lightning Strikes Hay Stack
Lightning struck the hay stack ol I am well, and can do my own work.
Nicolas Vigil near Taos. Several tons I don't feel any pains.
t
Cardui worked like a charm."
of hay were consumed.
p
There must be merit in this purely
'
New Spanish Paper.
Tegetablo, tonic remedy, for women
La Nueva Epoca will make its ap- Cardei for it has been in successful
pearance at Tularosa on September 2G. use for more tiaa'60 years, for the
J. E. Harrison will he the publisher.
treatment of wspaanly weakness and

Near Union Depo

333 HICKOX STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.
'

,4
1

.

FRUIT BOXES

C

FOR STANDARD APPLE, PEACH
AND PEAR BOXES
SEND YOUR ORDERS TO

FRANK F. GORMLEY, SANTA FE, N. M.
436 Canon Road.

'J

Phone

19

Black.

vV

WD

VI I

L

XI

I

VhUV

!

if

I have purchased the entire
Owned by B. P. Williams and

stock of horses and equipment formerly
will continue to operate It as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want I will .endeavor
to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit your patronage.

;

ft

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Phone 139 Red

f'

'

Zook's Pharmacy

Phon
213

e

Agency at O. K. Barber Shop
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent, i
Phone Red

No. 23.

Phone, Red

No. 2

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

!'
'.
disease.
'
Fleaze tr- - it, for your troubles.

No Booze There.

Oiaca-noos-

W

V

VV

V W

V

W

9
O

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

-

PHONE RED 122

W

RED 122

PHONE

R. H. STOLLE, Agent.

C&L 'Phone

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
Telephoned.
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.

ra

3

NOT

AC

Need of Anvflilnj
in tbe LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Fankbei
;

Den Qaaper Ave.

-

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE

1
1

.

Per hire at eepular prUae

I cciiicrs
X

Wbethi

mi

tuci

rneae ween

-

en

eaaete heme.

mmi coma,

in.

,

s

!CUSTO!R HERE, YOU

SHOULD

Zook's Pharmacy

Your

CLA5S OF GOODS whether it be seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
needed DRUQ5 OR PANCY TOILET ARTICLES
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure te make every deal a satlsfac-: t f :
tory one. ANY DRUO OR MEDICINE YOU QET HERE IS RIQHT

ARE

9

CHAS. CLOSSON

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.
7
We offer you only the HIGHEST

(rr

'

w W

P

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE

Phone us, we will be glad to call tor
your laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays and deliver on Thuradaya and
Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
are mended and buttons aewed ea
your shirts without extra charge.

WITH US

.

IF YOU

F. M. JONES.

FOR

BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Augusta, Georgia, and Beverly, MasN. B. nvV f: ladles' Advisory Dept.
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Serial French Noodle Order 20c. a dish,
sachusetts, the two towns President
fcnok. "Home Treatment
and
New York Chop Suey 50c.
Taft visits when he wants rest and va- - Inttrwtiom,
tar Women," sent in plain wrapper, en request.

Santa Fe, N.M

'

i

J

.

Modern Residences for Rent.

'')

-

Successor to B. P. Williams

A"

r

IA

AND FRIDAY

,
'

Phone'J
1,213

f

,

C2.

-

S.

'

1"' 1

u

v

8EPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

''IIBI

Citizens

SHOES FIVE

Show the

wuuereftuju aua inouia kdow
About the wonderful

Way.

There can be no just reason why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching hack,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of serious kidney ills
when relief is so near at hand and If Uncle Sam Busts This
teh most positive proof given that Trust, You Will Pay Nickle
these ills can he cured. Read what
Less For Footwear)
a Santa Fe citizen says:
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and
a half years ago I gave a statement IT IS LOCATED IN BOSTON
for publication regarding my experience with Boan's Kidney Pills. Today
I am stronger in my praise of this Furnishes Patented Machinery
remedy than ever. I suffered greatly
on Royalty ito Manufacturers
from disordered kidneys, the pains
Everywhere.
in my back being so acute that I had
The
to stop work and sit down.
trouble steadily grew worse and 1 (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Complaints made to the department
rarely knew what it was to be free
Soon aftet of Justice against the United Shoe
from an ache or pain.
I began using Doan's Kidney Fills, Machinery Company the
my pains and aches disappeared and "Shoe Machinery Trust" brought the
attention of the government to the
my back became strong."
'
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 case.
cental
Co., Buffalo, j It is understood that the corpora-jtiowas charged with being a monop
New York, sole agents for the United
oly in restraint of trade. InfringeStates.
ments upon the patent laws were also
xieuieiuuer me name uuau a
alleged it is said.
take no other.
Prompt action on the part of the
government followed the receipt of the
TO AND FROM BOSWtLL
In April a few weeks
Connections made with Automobile complaints.
line At Vaughn for Roswell, dally after they had been filed William S.
assistant to United
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roe-we- Gregg, special
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- States Attorney General Wickersham
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves began a government probe. Specical
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The Agents George E. Kelleher and James
in his
fa rp between Santa F and Torrance L. Bruff assisted Mr. Gregg
is 15.80 and between Torrance and search for evidence.
The result of the work of these
Reserve seats on autoRoswell $10.
government officials was that on July
mobile by wire. J. W Sockard.
26 of this year Attorney General Wickersham ordered United States Attorney Asa P. French and Mr. Gregg to
present evidence obtained to the federal grand jury that reported today.
The United States Machinery Company came into being in 1839. It was
founded by Sydney N. Winslow, its
present head, who learned shoe making in a small factory in Salem, Mass.,
1911.
Oct.
1,
Sept.
owned by his father, who to secure ad
of combining allied interests
vantages
This year will be the best
formed a corporation embracing the
ever. Many new attracthree leading companies then making
tions have been added, Injshoe machinery (Goodyear
Sewing
dian Dances and Sports
Machine Company, Consolidated and
never before done in pubMcKay Lasting Company and McKay
were
Shoe
lic. Horse Racing for which
Machinery
Company)
rewas
consolidated.
The
company
will
be
offered,
good purses
1905
in
and
subsequently
organized
Broncho Busting, Balloon
auxiliary companies sprang up in CaAscension and other attracnada, Great Britain, France and
Be
come
sure
and
tions.
That same year the manuGermany.
and bring your camera.
of all its shoe making mafacturing
Your last Chance to see the most picchinery was concentrated in one large
turesque festivities performed by the factory at Beverly, Mass. The Unit
Come and
North American Indians.
ed States Shoe Machinery Company
now employs 4,000 hands, who turn
bring your family and enjoy yourout 20,000 shoe machines yearly.
RATES ON ALL RAILROADS.
selves.
The Royalty system, by which the
SAN GERONIMO COMMITTEE corporation disposes of its machines,
allows a shoe manufacturer to lease
Box 30.Taos,N.M
machines, paying rentals in royalties

Hm new

CEIITSJPPER

Fosten-MUbur-

n

n

San Geronimo

CELEBRATION
29-3-

at Its 'Best!
Fishing
a
few weeks more of open season.

Only

The Valley Ranch
The
The
The
The

The THREE B Ranch

:

of BOARD

Best
Best
Best
Best

of BEDS
of BATHS
of BRONCHOS

v

Combined with FISHING, HUNTING, TENNIS, HORSEBACK
RIDING, DANCING, Etc. Our Illustrated Booklet of the
Upper Pecos sent free on request.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

VALLEY

RANCH,

N. M.

Phone Valley Ranch.

Ml

LAW OFFICER

NEEDS THEM

If

eardroEEitfrlt.kf
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Every Woman f
HEW KEX1G0 POLITICS
MARVEL Whirling Spray

FOR IT.

NO REA80N

When Santa Fe

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.
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19,

AND
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SOFT DRINKS

PpTlTiGiAil!

fjrlmf.

nod 35 and have
delivered.

lkWfPr.

ha eannot iuddit tbB
ABTELi accept no
Mhif Writ sunn itamD for
UlnatntMl book aesled. It l
oil iMLrtlRDlnra smd direction In.
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M 4.1 V PL CO.
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Republican Ratiy- at Albuquerque.
the Kepublican CluD Held a rally at
Albuquerque which was addressed by
44fcMttt4 Street. KW
Colonel Edward Johnson,
on every shoe made. A manufacturer E. S. Stover, Julius Staab end Francis
may buy machinery if he gets it from E. Wood. A. A. bedillo, president of
the United Shoe Machinery Company, the club, was the chairman of the
providing he buys his "findings"
meeting.
such as wire nails and eyelets from
the company.
Suggestion for Governor.
It is claimed that the royalty paid Former
Superintendent of Public
2
Is
the United Company
about
Instruction Amado Chaves suggests
cents per pair of shoes.
L. Bradford Prince, as a
La'st year the company brought suit
candidate for the governorship of the
G.
Thomas
Boston
a
Plant,
against
new state. The suggestion is made In
shoe manufacturer, charging patent
a communication addressed to the Alinfringements. Plant sold out his buquerque Journal.
shoe
and

SCH, RON REW
OC0 COU, ::

Genuine Artec Spring Mineral Water.
iXdrkktmkfna SANTA K BOTTLKfi W8KS HMW kUCK,
Glued water
Proprietor.
r '
''

r

3

patent
machinery plant
rights to the United Company after a
bitter fight.
A few months later an independent
company the Brosnahan Shoe Machinery Company of Lynn, Mass., was
also purchased by the United Com-

1LE, Y&B CEm,
(22
KOTEEHMUWDiaHZZ,

Fe and address the gathering, accord
ing to advices received by Secretary
Summers Burkhart of the Democratic
State Central Committee yesterday.
These gentlemen will assist with
their presence and oratory to start
off the Democratic campaign with a
hoop in New Mexico and it Is likely
that arrangements will be made to
have both leaders make speeches in
Albuquerque.
mm

They Are Welcome.
N. M., Sept., 14, 1911.
To all to whom it may concern:
We the undersigned
residents oi
Santa Cruz, N. M, having been members of the Democratic Party voting
for that party for the last twenty years
wish to announce to the public that
from this day on we wish to be mem'
bers of the Republican party end to
support that party and hope to be recognized as Republicans with the f ill
privileges to participate in all forms
as members of that party. Thanking
our Democratic friends for all kind
ness extended us in the past and
hoping to be welcomed by our Republican friends.
Very truly,
LEANDRO ALARID,
GREGORIO ALARID.

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE

Santa Cruz,

True.

If some men would work at some
employment half as hard as they do
to get a public office at a comparatively low salary, they probably could
make a very fair living. Taos Valley
pany.
The next important happening in News.
the life of the United Shoe Machinery
Safford for Territorial Treasurer.
Company was the unexpected governMany of the friends of C. V. Safford
ment probe. The special grand Jury
was called August 1st. Government formerly of this county now of Albuquerque, think he should be the first
agents stated before serving
that the question of leases state treasurer, acknowledged as he
would be a vital question for the grand is to be the best financier in the new
jury to consider. The jury made an state. Why not? We could not do betextensive investigation, sitting four ter than to take the best. Farming-to- n
and five days a week during the enEnterprise.
Santa Fe County Delegation.
tire month of August.
The Santa Fe county delegation,
Announcement of the climax in the
For Judge MeFie.
seventeen strong, to the Republican
government's inquiries was coincident
Hon. John R. McFIe of this district
state convention at Las Vegas, is likewith a proposal for a state investiga who has served a
time
than
longer
to go uninstructed, although there
tion by Governor Eugene N. Foss, a any other
ly
Judge in New Mexico and
Democrat, who in a message to the who has a record which
shows many
Committeeman
Solomon
legislature, which was then in session, important decisions and very few re National
to
a
statute
of
out
the
need
Luna for governor, first choice, and
pointed
verses
a
by higher courts, is candidate for
reach the alleged monopoly. The leg for
State Chairman H. O. Bursum, secislative committee on rules said that new Judge of the supreme court of the ond choice. But most of the prospecunstate.
He
should
receive
the
bill already enactan
tive delegates desire to give
qualified support of San Juan county. nor M.
ed covered the situation.
A. Otero a complimentary vote
Farmington Enterprise.
Governor Foss, then turning to At
as he will be a member of the delega-- I
torney General Swift, demanded an
tion and is a citizen of Santa Fe, has
How About It 8am?
immediate investigation of the meth
been a Santa Fe booster, and
'always
Sam
too
much
Is
Cartwrlght
straight as governor would do much for the
ods of the Massachusetts Shoe Ma
and clean as a man to be anything but
chinery industry.
Upon the second ballot, If
capital.
Attorney General Swift then re a straight and clean Republican. At that is needed, the vote will go to
the
of
head
the
evidence.
alleged progressive H. O. Bursum. The unit rule Is to be
quested the governor for
The governor replied it was not the movement in Santa Fe he may be enforced. On the
delegation will likeduty of his office to supply evidence, counted on to hold the bolters true to ly be Thomas B. Catron, Miguel A.
Meanwhile the attorney general con
or? W- - Pr'cn- sulted with several shoe men, but mers have talked the flatulence al off
Governor Foss again urged the legis
Moellno A. Or- TWD
lature to take action, accompanying can not swallow the Democratic'-Social- "C,B"
a second message with a letter from 1st dose prepared for that bunch after
""i"ruv
?:
the president of a large ' Massachu- he has "slept over It." Raton Range. Alarid, Jose D. Sena, Bronson Cutting,
while
several of the remaining places
setts shoe manufacturing company
are to be given to outside precincts.
'
IntheWronaePew.
relating conditions in the industry.
Owing to the good work of political
A state hearing on the matter fol
The
progressives of hnstiAr. iik
w ArmHn
lowed and (Initial)
Representative Santa Fe have issued a "declaration i.nnpZ
rnnwav and nth..
v
jnhn
at
center
shoe
from
the
Bogue
big
of faith- and told at great length why the
Republican party was never la bet- Lynn introduced a bill in the House
tnex are living, waving tor ahann In Santa Fa
nicy mm
.,nfv thnn at
of Representatives providing for a taken
up most of the Socialistic fea- present.
recess committee to begin a probe in tures of
the Democratic extremists'
Massachusetts.
they say they want to stay in
At the hearing Louis D. Brandeis program,
the Republican party If it will only A Great Advantage to Working Men
of Boston, who has assisted the gov
on the Democratic band wagon. In ' J. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th St., Steuben-vile- ,
ernment in some of its trust cases, get
other
O., says: "For years I buffered
words, they want a divorce from
presented a bill, drawn up, he said, the party, but still insist-oretaining from weak kidneys and a severe bladfor Attorney General Swift, which
the name because it is prettier than der trouble, I learned of Foley Kidney
provided for drastic regulations, pro the
others. Raton Range.
Pills and their wonderful cures so I
with
hibition of royalties and leases,
began taking them and sure enough
prison, penalties for the violation.
I had as good results as any I heard
Clark and Folk Will be Here.
President Charles H. Jones, . presi
Champ Clark and Joseph W. Folk about. My backache left me and to
dent of a large shoe company, in
reading the bill at a hearing declared of the state of Missouri, the former one of my business, expressman, that
that if it was enaccted into law it the speaker of the U. S. House 0(; alone is a great advantage. My kid
would mean the saving of five cents Representatives, and the latter form neys acted free and normal, and that
on each pair of shoes manufactured er governor of Missouri, and one of saved me a lot of misery. It is now
At the hearing Charles S. Choate, the best known platform speakers a pleasure to work where it used to be
an attorney, declared that the United and Democratic leaders In the coun- a misery. Foley Kidney Pills have
of cured me and have my highest praise."
Shoe Machinery Company had been try, will attend the convention
doing everything in Its power to aid the New. Mexico Democrats at Santa For sale by all druggists.
j
i

J'fT',
7

rnr

rin

the government agents in their in
vestigation.
CALL REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION.
The order providing for the reccess
order
of
the Central Executive Committee of the Eepublican party
By
In
the house,
Investigation was killed
on the ground that the government in and for the county of Santa Fe, a delegate convention representing
was already conducting an investi- me various precmcts of said
County is hereby called to meet in the main
gation against the Shoe Machine Courtroom at the Court House of the
County of Santa Fe ill the City
Company.
of Santa Fe, on the 25th day of September, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
PRESBYTERIAN MINISTER
for the purpose of electing the delegates to represent the County of Santa
BELIEVES IN KISSING. Fe in the Territorial Convention of the
Republican party which is to meet
at
Las
New
Mexico
on
the
28th
Vegas,
day of September, 1911.
Canadian Divine Advises Young Folks
The Convention for the County of Santa Fe shall be composed of the
to Osculate Freely and
number of delegates from each precinct hereinafter designated to be
Toronto, Ont., Sept. 18. 'Tf our selected by primary conventions of the several
precincts of the county
young people were to kiss more, they which shall be held on the 22nd
at 4 o'clock p. m. in
of
month
this
day
would be better for it, better men
'
all
Xns.
Precincts
in
17
and
and
said Precincts Nos.
18,
except
3, 4,
and better women. There would be
fewer bachelors and old maids. Only 3, 4, 17 and 18 at 7 :30 o'clock p. m., and to be called to order by the
would
be parties and at the places mentioned,
the old
left unmarried, and the marriages Pet.
No. Del.
would be far happier."
1
2 .Eutemio Roybal at Schoolhouse on the hill.,
The speaker was the Rev. Connor
2
2 Hipolito Dominguez, at the Schoolhouse.
Kennedy of the Reformed Presbyte11 Nicolas Sena at S. Vigil Hall.
rian church, and his audience was 3
'
composed of young members of his 4.
11 Ceferino Baca at Cordova Hall.
unique social church union.
5
5 Felix Romero y Dominguez, at the Schoolhouse.
"Our young men smoke and young 6
2 Bonifacio Narbaiz, at the house of T. Alarid.
,
women, kiss far too little. Nor are
7 3
Matias Montoya, at Rafael Granito's Hall.
blame.
Medical
to
men,
they entirely
who go around learnedly talking 8
2 Pedro Ortiz y Pino, at St. Joseph's Hall.
about sterilized this and sterilized 9
3 Tomas Roybal, at Schoolhouse, District 9.
that, and who raise their hands in 10
5 H. C. Kinsell at Schoolhoure.
holy horror at the mention of kissing
1 Escolastico Martinez, at the Schoolhouse.
and condemn It as not being anti- 11
3 Roque Tudesque, at the Schoolhouse.
septic, are largely to blame and their 12
conduct is sinful.
13
t: r
.2 Antonio Gurule, at Tabor's store.
"It is the natural thing for a man 14
3 Reyes Ortega, at the Schoolhouse.
and a woman to kiss, and if they keep 15
2 Bias Quintana, at the Schoolhouse.
their mouths clean, they are in no
4 Alfredo Lucero, at the Schoolhouse.
more danger of contracting Injurious 16
8 C. C. Closson, at Fred Lopez's Hall.
maladies than were our parents and 17
rand parents.
18 7 R." L. Baca, at the main room in the Courthouse.
"Kissing begets the finer feeling In 19'
2 Antonio Garcia y Armijo, at the Schoolhouse.
a man. Young men are sometimes
1 Apolino Romero, at the Schoolhouse.
afraid. But they have no reason to 20
1 Otto Goetz at Goetz's store.
'
be so, for no young woman will object 21
to a chaste salute from a young man 22
,1 Epimenion Romero, at the ohoolhouse.
tf he be sincere. It is in her makeup 23
2 Romulo Benavidez at the Sihoolhouse.
to realise that such things are her 24
1 Guadalupe, Montoya, at the house of G. Montoya.
due, and It Is only because her finer
said
All
primaries must be called to order by the party above named
feelings have been suppressed and
her prudlshness developed that she at the time designated, to wit: at 4 o'clock p. m. in all precincts beyond
the city of Santa Fe and at 7:30 o'clock p. m. in all precincts in the
protests. hii'
"She should be taught to expect city of Santa Fe, being 3, 4, 17 and 18.
kissing Just as she is taught to expect
Ample, opportunity should be given for nomination of officers of the
V' :'T i'iV
marriage."
meeting as well as delegates to be selected, and when there be more
Common Colds Must be Taken Seri than one candidate for the office, or competing for delegate there must
'.'' be & division and tellers appointed to count them, and the
;;y
ously.
majority has
For unless cured they sap the vitality control.
' 4
and lower the vital resistance to more
All persons belonging to the Republican party and sustaining the
serious Infection. Protect your child
ren and yourself by the prompt use of Republican party principles as members of the party, are entitled to
"
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and participate in the primaries. "
note its quick and decisive . results.
September 15, 1911.
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
'
,
T. B. CATRON
affections
of the
cough, 1ronchlt!f and
. ,
'.Chairman
Republican Central Committee.
throat cheat and lungs It is an ever
'
C.
ready and Valuable remedy. For - sale . ..
p. CLOSSON1,
t
'
by all druKSu.:
Secretary Republican Central Committee.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
DIRECTED BY THE CHRISTIAN BROTHERS
THE OLDEST AND MOST POPULAR
THE SOUTHWEST
COURSES-COMMERC-

INSTITUTION IN

LITERARY and SCIENTIFIC

IAL,

Academic and Preparatory Courses
Boarding and Day Students.

Studies Resumed
September 5th.

form Separate Departments
Send for Prospectus

BROTHER

E01RD,

PRES

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3700
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.

Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
in all respects.
aU

REGKNTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
3. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. PINLET.

For particulars and Illustrated

ca-

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent

New Fall Shoes
Autumn
makes it a point to
wear stylish shoes on all

THE

WIDE-AWAK-

occasions.

that her

E

It is a matter of pride

foot shall be just as

neatly and attractively shod for
street wear as for a dance or afternoon promenade. But walking
is hard on shoes, and the quality

must be considered.

to-w- it:

Volume 15, New Mexico Reports, Covering
the Decisions and Opinions of the
'
New Mexico Supreme Court
1909 and 1910

Now from the Press,
TO 14 IN STOCK
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WEAR
Pflueger's Shoes
$J.50"$4.OO--$5.0-

.

DERDEN'S DIGEST
Missouri Code Pleadmgs.

answer is:

"

PRICE $3.00, POSTPAID

VOLUMES

How can she solve the
the problem? The

,

,s

J.

j

it

OUR MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Here you will find that quick service that
men insist upon. Not only service, but
SHOES. Shoes that will stand the racket
and plenty of comfort thrown in. Made
of
leather, with good stout
soles. Built on lasts that are natural,
neat and trim. All prices from
wear-defyi-

ng

$2.00 to $5.00
Where
Quality

meets

Window

Price

Display
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OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

A VALUABLE WORK.

e't!on'

c0

FIRST

ESPE

THE

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign .exchange and makes ...telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the. civilised world on as
liberal terms as are given by any,
' agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
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Specifications, Etc.
FARMERS AS JURORS.
One point quite out of the ordinary
is suggested by the famous trial
which was concluded in Virginia last
week. It is this that it is too bad
a greater number of juries cannot be
composed of farmers.
The men who decided that young
Beattie was' not a proper person to
be intrusted with his freedom were,
one exception,
with
farmers. In
reaching their1 decision they appear,
to hate been influenced by the conviction that the man on trial was, by
his own confession, as well as by
abundant evidence ' 'submitted, the
kind of man who drags down the
standards of life in whatever community he may happen to live; who
destroys and contaminates, instead
of constructing and helping.
There is need of more Jurors with
such ' ideals. The law means, nothing
when it does not represent the normal
and conclentious convictions of men.
When it becomes a matter of skill in
technicacl detail and in evasion, it
deserves all the contempt that honest
men can have for it.

money-transmitti-

J.

R.

J.

President.

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

ng

Cashier.

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

F. McKANE,
N.

,4

4

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

P. M. HESCH, Jr. & SON
Phone Black
i
;

33166.

corporated in the state constitution.
MRS. W. LINDHARDT, PALACE AVE.
short history of the fight for state- Mexico boundary
hood, the Texas-NeThe Latest
711
VJCDVOurWorkmanship
dispute, an itemized statement of the
J
debts assumed by the new state, the
Denotes Experience
Fashions in
lands granted by congress for the sup.
"
We have pleased many Let us please you.
Port of the schools anu state Jnstitutions, the vote in the constitutional
convention on adoption and by the peo- 4.506.00; Range' wethers and' year-Pie on ratification of the constitution,
2.50
lings, 3.2o4.50;. Rangeewes
and other valuable matter add to the
3.75. '
;.;':- attractiveness of the work.
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
Chicago, Sept, 19. Cattle receipts
The work is supplemented by an ex.
estimated at 7,500; Market weak to
haustive index of forty pages, and
shade lower. Beeves 4.908.15; TexNational League.
'
when it is considered that the consti- Won. Lost Pet as steers 4.506.30; Western steers
tution and enabling act contain only
..83 46 .644 4.107.00; Stockers and feeders 3.00
New York
about sixty-fiv- e
pages, the comprehen- 5.80; Cows and heifers 2.256.30;
.609
81
52
Chicago
siveness of the index can readily be
.575 calves, 6.009.50.'
59
......
...
...80
Pittsburg
realized.
Hogs, receipts estimated at 14,000.
72
60
.545
Philadelphia
The copy placed in me hands of the
63
.530 Market weak to 5 per cent lower. Light
71
St. Louis
New Mexican was an exact copy of the
Heavy
.445 6.757.25; Mixed 6.557.27
76
Cincinnati ... ..V.- ...61
6.50
6.70. Good to
original constitution as filed in the of- .405 6.507.20; Rough
78
.53
...
Brooklyn
choice heavy 6.70 7.20; Pigs 4.40
fice of the territorial secretary, and
Boston
...34 99 .256 6.80; Bulk
of sales, 6.757.10.
the proof sheets are being compared
with the original document, thus mak-hi- s
Sheep, receipts estimated at 50,000.
American League.
Market weak to 10 per cent lower.
ing assurance doubly assured in the
Won. Lost Pet Native
Western 2.504.25;
effort to make the printed copy an
..
The average city jury liberates Philadelphia-.... ...89 45 .664 Yearlings2.254.25;
Lambs, native
act duplicate of the original document, guilty men on the
3.704.50;
82
.603
54
flimsiest
..V
Detroit
grounds.
4.006.15; Western 4.25 6.25.
especial attention being paid , to punc-th- e Such juries appear to be composed Cleveland ..;
64
.526
...71
tuation, capitalization, spelling, etc., of men who hold that they might have New York . ; .
66
.518
71
If you want anything on earth try
''
by the compiler.
"done the same thing" under the Boston ... ... ...
.480 a New Mexican want ad.
70
67
The compiler, Mr. Whittier1, is well same circumstanecs, or that their
... ....66 69 ..489
known in Santa Fe, and has consider-dow- n own sons or brothers or friends are .Chicago .....
.464
79
58
(Washington;
NO CHANCE FOR HIM.
aDie experience in works calling for no better than the individual on trial.
.292
40
97
St. Louis :.:
knowledge of classification, Indexing, The Jury in the city has been almost
Donald (who is seeing his more proscompilation, etc. He was chief clerk if not quite shown to be an obstrucWestern League.
perous cousin oft by the train) To
t0 tne codifying .commission in 1908, tion in the pathway of justice and
micht like tae leave me a bob or twa
and actiVely assisted the late Judge
Won. Lost. Pet. tae drink ye a safe journey, Wullie.
did not feel fully able to comment on cobbey of Nebraska, in his work as
"
movement
The
..99 48 y .674
... t ...
Wullie (feigning regret) Man, can-nit fully. Thousands of corner gro- - expert to the law revision commission, might well be universally indorsed, if Denver
63
St .Tnspnh ."
.562
..81.
A'my spare' shullin's I gle tae me
not
tell
could
who
'
'contain
eery politicians,
Tn complete work wilK
have the result of bringing puebi0
it
..78 65 .545 auld mither.
'"'"..'.
a mandamus from a ham sandwich,. aD0ut igo pages, will.be subsequently themight
of our juries up to the; Lincoln ...
average
.......77 68 .521 Donald That's strange. Because
fiercely attacked the opinioi, tore it bound ln iaw buckram end will be put plane occupied by the farmers who:
..74 72 .507 rer mither told me ye never gae her
to tatters, pointed out its inconsistent on ga,e at thJ prioe of'3 50j delivered, did their duty in Virginia.
.503 anything.
. .73
72
Omaha ...
cies and clearly demonstrated
The work is now in press and will be
Wullie Wheel, If I dlnna gie my
.349
95
. . .
..54
Topeka
it violated the constitution, preced- - Mady for delivry about October 15.
THE KETTLE AND THE POT.
auld mither onything, what sort- - o'
97
.322
Des
Moines
..46
ents and justice.
It is a worll that every attorney and
There is often unconscious numor in
chance dae ye think you've got?
Judge Freeman nas been a disap- - public official needs as a matter of the movements of reformers and pro.
Punch.HEY PLAY TODAY.
WHERE
has
man
he
all
of
his
life;
pointed
necessity, and one that other citizens gressives. At Roswell, last Saturday,
unkind
been an envious man; an
wlu flnd t0 be of value to them.,;
a Republican primary was held, at
National League.
Between a Hop and a Straddle.
man in many ways, although in A noVl feature of the work will be which
the Republicans smote the pro
postponed
Brooklyn at Cincinnati,
"He
has about the strangest walk I
otners, ne is tne soul oi soumern a sneet containing the
sig-- "
gressives hip and thigh.
Says the
have ever seen."
chivalry. He is a hard man to under- - atures of the members of the consti-stan- Roswell Mornmg News, Democratic, in game.
"Yes. You see, he was engaged to a
unless one remembers that the tution in their handwriting as affixed
American Association.
speaking of this primary:
girl who wore a hobble gown, and just
keynote of his thought, of his learn- - t0 tne constitution.
"While this committee was about its
when he had got so he could keep
St. Louis at Philadelphia.
'
ing, of his career, of his character,
ante-rooonerous duties in
J. W.
step with her she" threw him down,
Chicago at Washington.
are the four words: "I beg to differ!" WHAT HIS NEIGHBORS THINK OF Irwin crawled out ie
from under the roll
and now he is engaged to a girl who
Detroit at Boston.
But this attitude destroyed his useHIM.
rose to remark that the whole
and
er
wears a harem skirt, and he is tryNew
York.
Cleveland
at
of
him
that
honors
fulness; bereft
The man who is popular with his thing was a shameful frame-up- , that it
ing to learn to keep step with her."
ctherwise would have been his; emcan be set uown as a pretty was gag rule, and a few other unpleas
YESTERDAY'S GAME.
bittered his later years; made him neighbors
;
A MATTER OF HISTORY.
a dissenter even into his mellow old good scout The neighbors are criti- ant things, but Attorney Fullen shut
cal ; they see more of you than do up Mr. Irwin into a silence as deep as
National League.
age. No wonder, therefore, that he
New York, 7; Pittsburg, 2.
can find no good in Governor Mills, those on the outside; they hear ell the the dismal swamp by remarking that
Brooklyn, 6; Chicago, 5.
in Chief Justice W. H. Pope, in gossip ; they are in position to find out framing up seemed to be the order of
Cincinnati, .3; Philadelphia, 1.
.Tudee McFie. in the other jurists about any skulduggery of which you the day, and he had in hie hand the
St. Louis,
Boston,
with whom he associated and whom may have been guilty. It is gratifying printed list of delegates agreed upon
.therefore to know that Holm O. Bur-- by the Insurgents. In the face of this
he calls his friends.
nominated by the Re- exhibit, showing the insurgents to
American League.
'There is an old German poem that sum- - wno ?iU
governor . is esteemed have been doing a plenty of fixing
Chicago,
Philadelphia,
tells' of the journeVings of a man who Pelicans
beloved
his neighbors, ln his themselves, but that they had failed
Cleveland, 4.; Boston, 1.
thought he knew better and could do home town lnby
nis nom county. He to arrive with the votes to cdhfirm
Detroit, 9; New York,
better than any one else. The world
y
felt greatly relieved when he winged 13 mayor of the Gem City' and was the said fixment, the insurgents sube
to
never
rise
without
elected
Through-hsided,
Western League.
opposition.
again, at least in
his flight to the pearly gates. There
e
the Second precinct", ;if ..'
Sioux City, Pueblo, 2.
quarreled with Saint Peter, be- - out his effunty, Republicans and
St. Joseph, 8; Lincoln, 0.
the gates opened inward in- - ocrats alike, are for him and Socorro
Topeka, 6; Des Moines, 2.
stead of, outward. He insisted that county will come forward on Novem-St- . The grand jury .that met et Alamo-gordlast week, made a recommendaDenver, 8; Qmaha, 3.
Peter did not know his business, ter 7, with a tremendous majority for
tion to county commissioners K that
St Peter waxed wroth, yet, finally ad- - its favorite son. ,
The reasons for this geneml esteem should be heeded for it will help in
American Association.
mitted the dissenter but made him
the enforcement of the law, and that
Indianapolis-Kansa- s
City game post
promisei never to use again the words : are many, but one of the most potent
"I know better!" For a few days Is that Holm O. Bursim sticks to his is what every good citizen desires. It poned; rain. ,
f
Columbus, 4J St Paul, 1.
the newcomer enjoyed heaven, but friends. In fact,' friends who have declared:.)
"We further recommend that in the
Louisville 2; Minneapolis, 9.
then he began to see things that he been unworthy, who have even betray
Grace Didn't Moalimake the first
Milwaukee, 2; Toledo, 4.
i
thought he could do better. He con- - ed him, who have hurt him, will testi-- . future, when a license is demanded
voyage on record?
tained himself until the bursting fy that Holm O. Bursum never forgets fo the establishment or any saloon,
George Yes but Lot's wife
Coast League.
tha first female salt.
point. However, one day, he saw two a kindness or a service. There is no that the applicant be 'required under
Sacramento," 7; Los Angeles, 6.
Airship's Predecessor.
angels trying to hitch a bronco to one so humble, or so poor, or so the oath; to give the population of the
the rear of a chariot. He could hold wretched, but that he finds a ready town, village or precinct before said
"Stephen broke another record today. His Rocket made a flight of five
in no longer and yelled: "I can do ear for his troubles when he goes to license be issued, and that the clerk
MARKETVKEPORT miles, carrying. fpqr passengers and
that better! What heaven needs Is Holm O. Bursum. In fact, an eminent shall fully inform himself before said
left the rails only twice."
.
reform and a progressive movement j candidate for the toga complained the license be issued."
x.
"Very
remarkable.. enlevement
that would put those old fossils and other day thathe could not get to talk The New Mexican might add, that
MONEY ANB METALS.
tne arnaavit should include a sworn
Holm O. Bursum on important
St. Louis, Mo Sept. 19. Lead dull, j very but you eVn't "tell me that .the
grafters Into the scrap heap!" Im-itsteam engine will ever be of any real
everything grew dark be- - tical business because the latter was statement, that the application for a 4:37
spelter nrm, 5.85.
value." Puck.
practical
fore his eyes and when he saw ligbt giving all his time to the small fry license is not for a place to be within
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
tnetr trivial stories of trouble in 700 feet of any church, school, assemagain, it was rrom tne roaring pits
CiiicaRO.
Sept.
of hell.- But the devil made Short this precinct or that. But thdt ds the bly or lodge hall. Under a decision
His Own Fault.
92; Dec. 05
shrift of him. "Can't use fellows like way of Holm O. Bursum. He does not of the New Mexico supreme court,
Corn Sept; 67
Dec. 64.
Traveling Man Landlord, Isn't this
down
declared.
here
at all," he
you
to a saloon at Centrul near
the same roller towel that was hang-Oats Sept 52
fcrget those who do the real work,
Dec. 45
"I am running hell to suit myself!" the people who are the government.
Fort Bayard which was in the pro
ing up the last time I was here?
Pork Oct. 9.20; Dec. 8.87
The dissenter was sent back to earth,
Landlord Yes, it's the same one,
scribed limit, the license of an .estabj
Lard Oct. 9.20; Dec. 8.87
where he was welcome as little as in
j Billy, but I'm not to blame for
lished place even should not be reOUR MASTER.
that
Ribs Oct. 8.42
7.95.
Jan.
heaven or in hell but where people
You're a day ahead of your regular
- Wool.
is our master in gover- newed, if it is within the proscribed
Business
'
rid
no
to
of
themselves
had
power
area.
St. Louis, Mo., Sep. 19. Wool un time, and you didnt send me word
,
his baleful Influence. He became a nment ln politics, in society and in the
you was comin'."
''
'"
"f
changed.
churches.
most
The
Territory and western me-grievous charge
v;andering, restless soul, whispering that can be
4 It is to be feared that the
diums
17
Fine
mediums
anV
promove1720
brought against
ritawLtlsfactlnn Into human pars and
of certain manufacturers that 19; Fine 1115.
An Affectionate Daughter.
- raise
making them unhappy; inducing P1111. against any policy Is to whls- shoes would be reducecd a nickel a
Sweet .Girl (affectionatelDr-Pap- a,
. Livestock
a
ams
Business."
v
is
lwr;
'
it
of
formation
"
through his wiles, the
you wouldn't like me to leave you,
pair in case the shoe trust li "bust-- " Kansas City, Mo. Sep.
'
reform and progressive clubs; inspir- limitation that lies heavily upon all ed," is like 'the promise of tile free
would you?
800
i,
Receipts
14.00Q
including
ening muckrakers, and being at the newspapers, except those that are
who
Na-i- n
(fondly)--lnde- ed,
I would not
declared
to
erns.
Papa
that
trade
free
Market?
strong.
steady
bottom of every war, of all quarrels, dowed by some millionaire, who does
'
hides, would mean a reduction of tlve steers t ?$5:OO8.00; .' Southern my darling.
not care whether the enterprise pays
of all disagreements,
a cent on every pair of shpes sold steers 4.005.70; Southern, cows and
Sweet Girl Well, then, Til marry
Itself or not Yet, every newspa-- half
The dissenter, has Ills uses;
in the United States. The hides were! heifers 2.754.60: Native cOwe and Mr. Poorehap. He is willing to live
timea he becomes invaluable, to the per worthy the name, at some time or put on the free list, but that half cent; heifers 2.507.0O: Stockers and feed here.
body politic, but sooner or later, other takes a stand,' that its enemies a pair reauefton on shoes has hot ma- ers 3.256.06: I" Bulls
3,004.25;
every man's hand is turned against declare hurts business. Says a writer terialized,, at least, not so that the calves 4.507.75;i western steers 4.5UJ
Parental Ruse.
him, he is altogether unlovable and in the Denver Rocky Mountain News: shoebuyer has noticed it
7.50; Western cows 2.754.75.
"Those summer - board advertise- "Except in very small ' villages,
unlovely; people crave peace, rest
Hogs, receipts 12,000. Market 6 to, menu of yours read mighty line," said
'
happiness, but the dissenter goes bel where everything travels over the
Are you a seuerr An a overuse-- 1 10 per cent lower, bujk oi sales e.70. the neighbor.
Sunbonnet
the
absoRoute,
I
are
land
people
ment in the classified columimi of the (86.90; Hekvy 6.656.80; Packers' "yes," replied fjanner"? CorntoaML
attacking
lowing through the
left and right, nothing shits him, noth- lutely dependent upon the dally paper New Mexican will put your real estate ana butohers, 6.7UI&7.W
Ligntsi "I've done my best to make
I tractive ln
ing pleases him and his croak: "I can for all Information of other than a on the market effectively. It fill put 6 60 6.95,
;
hopes my boy Josh would
'
do this ,better!" becomes a veritable purely personal nature. ..The1. aiost in- the facts of your property befene thf
read 'era aa .ttdak meobe be eooM
Market
Mee,vsBv..l30fc
would
exdefatigable gossip
drop with
lambs etuid the farm ft . Stile tendr.eyes of all possible buy era.
steady. . Muttocf 3.003.7S;
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BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN, NEW MEXICO.

Then Act!

Think About It!

NATIONAL
OF SANTA FE

Santa Fe Planing Mill

The New Jiexican has. received for
Publication, the "Annotated Constitu-- .
t on and Enabling Act" of New Mexico,
compiled and indexe(1 y Arthur G.
Whittier, of this city and it is expect-nad-a
e(j that the work will be published and
rady for saie about October 15th.
The wQrk containg the constitution
enabli
of Ngw
act, and
t
ved
e
, inl1
situeiiuou. iu is cuytuusij miuymwru,
there being over 1,200 citations to
court decisions on constitutional and

of the Roswell papers in which he
attacks and criticises the supreme
ltanoli nf Vow Mnvinn Pfn airt pri n &
the age of the judge, the length of
the letters is a remarkable testimony
to his industry and his querulousness.
He, too was on the supreme bench
of New Mexico, at one time, and the
opinions he wrote, most of them dis- senting opinions, could be shot full
; '. of holes by the merest tyro. How- as a hairsplitter; the judge has
'J few superiors, and as a demonstrator
ffi the difference between tweedle- to the unsophi- dee and tweedle-dueticated mind, he is a gem. He would
liberate the vilest murderer if the
stenographer of the district attorneyforgot to dot an "i" in the indictment, and he would look on calmly
as an innocent man was hanged, pro- viding all the ancient technicalities of procedure had been properly observed in the trial.
It is the easiest thing in the world,
to do as Judg Freeman does in
recent articles, to take the opin- ion of any court, and make it look
to the average reader of a
newspaper. The Supreme Court of
United States after deliberate
study and frequent consultation after
twenty years of litigation and setting
handed
of precendents
recently
in the socalled
two opinions
Standard Oil and Tobacco cases. It
was a learned, an exhaustive, a con- vincing opinion, and yet, there wasn't
a newspaper writer in the land, who

That Fire Insurance? :

r.

It is sent to
The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

THE MAN WHO DISSENTS.
Some men are bom agitators and
disseisters. A prince among them
Freeman, formerly of
is Judge A.
Carlsbad, but who moved into Ca- because the United States was
not run right. The judge was never
lcnown to be in any but a critical,
mood, and although he is now living
under the British flag, he continues
to have a fatherly concern for mat- tergi political and otherwise!,
Uncle Sam's starry banner. For lack
of any, other medium, he has addres- -

0
haustion before she had covered a sin-- 1
ojo
'
,
gle word. Paul Reveres are lost in the
hugeness of the modern city. As a
consequence, the newspaper is in absolute control of public sentiment. It
can print or suppress, rairly relate oi
maliciously distort, explain or deceive,
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
incite uprising or quell riot, make this !
man an admirable figure or bury that
man under obloquy, encourage a move-ment or kill it.
"This is practically despotic power. I
Its possession is a denial of the assertion that the "newspaper is a commer-sia- l
COMPANY
MOULTON proposition," for it is inconceivable that he welfare of the community
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
should be put at the mercy of the aol-lainTo argue
support of such an
assumption is to say that the liberties
of the , individual, the rights of the
community, are legitimate objects ol
barter, the property of the highest bid...
der.
;;'".''.
"Walk into the office of any daily
in
the United States and
newspaper
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.
ask the first man you meet whether
it is possible Jo run a newspaper withWindow Frames,
out concessions to advertisers in the
Wainscotting,
Mouldings,
news and editorial columns, and he
Door Frames,
Ceiling,
Sash, Doors,
Casings, Base,
will say 'No.' I was one of five men
Custom Work,
Dry Run Flooring
who ran a newspaper that made no
concessions to anybody.
Everybody Office, Bar, Bank and Church Fixtures; also General Cabinet
that went into that paper went in on
Work, Turning, Odd Jobs and Custom Work.'1 'All work'
the basis of what the reader was entitled to get for the five-ceguaranteed satisfactory and prices reasonable.
piece
that he paid for each day's issue. The We solicit a liberal share of
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
your patronage.
paper lasted two years and ate up all
of its receipts and $60,000 more."

: How About

r.

M.

The Palace Hotel

II I I

William Vaughn, Prop.

the Best Hotels

One of

BASEBALL

ROOMS IN

the West

8UITI WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

Large Sample r '
Room for Commercial Traveler!

47

Unexcelled

-

in

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

mmmm mmmm mmm..

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone. '
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOy. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

V

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY.

Proprietor.

Coronado Restaurant

fair-dealin-

a.

'

i

Short Orders run Dayi&Nfght.
Furnished rooms in connection.
222 San Francisco

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.

Street

vi.

Electric Lights

G. LIPE HERRERA.
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Dem-caus-

STYLES IN

STANDAJU) COLONIAL
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New Mexican Printing Company, tola agents, Santa Fe, N. M.

9
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Land Ou.ce at Santa Fe, N. M.
Department of the Interior,

af
5--

.
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t-2-;;
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south-trader-

s,

,

ator

'

.
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1911.

on the 19 day , of October.

V Claimant names as
witnesses:
Ambroelo Cano, Bernardo Cano,
September 12, 1911.
Notice la hereby given that Ambro-cl- o Daniel Wrleht and Roberto Armllo.
Cano, of Golden, N. M who on all of Golden, N. M.

':

j

--

Fe, N. M

TJ. S.

o

IIL-Sep-

IDEAL

Three different and distinct types of &lot Afririck "Elastic" Book-Casniade iu dull or polish finish
quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock with plain, leaded or plate glass doors.

o

19.T-W- heat

BOOK-CASE- S

Feb.

1907, made

l,

homestead',.

MANUEL R. OTERO,

No.

for N 2 NW W Sec. 27, S 2
SV
, section 22, township 13 N,
range 6 E, N. M. meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final five- year proof, to
land above described, before register
and receiver U. 8. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M on the 19th day of October,
10616,

Register.

1--

1--

Herewith are sonw Bargains offered
br the New Uezlcaa Mnamg Mm-f CItU ?ceure f tt
Territory of New MeHee, 1897. sheep
pmua, i; paper bound. 75c Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missrari Cod
Plendinn. v itt- - .: rh- - w
n tin
1911.
Claimant names as witihessetj: jtoge Adapted to New Mexico Code. Laws
B. . Cano,
Bernardo
Qaao, Daniel of New Mexico. 18S9, 1901 and 1903,
Wright, Roberto Armljo, all of Golden English and Spanish pamphlets, f 2.2S;
toll leather $3.
N.M.
.
Sherira FleHWt
,
Cover Pookt DeckeU, single, $1.36;
MANUEL R. OTERO,
two or more books, fl sack., Now
.x
Register.
M'xlco Supremo Court Reports, Mot,
10 tecluslvo, $3.30 sack. Com.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
oilatlos Corporation Lavs, 76 e. Cia
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. llatlo Mining Laws, 0 e
Money's
(07894)
Mgmt of Now Mozloo Reports, lutf
oheea,
Sept 12; 1911
fun Hat school blaaks.
Notice Is hereby given that ,Jose
Cano, of Golden, N. M., who, on Oct LET. THE' WANT
22, 1906, made homestead . No. ,10146,
.
COLUMN DO IT.
i
for SW
Section 18, Township1 13 N.
A good live adverasement in the
E, N. M. Meridfarf, has filed Want column of the New Mexican will
Range
notice ot intention' to make final five rent any property that is rentable.
year proof, to esUbllsh claim to the There is always some one that wants
land above described, before Rejister what you itavo got. but you must let
or Receiver, U. 8. land Office, at Santa thou know ft- itabIlafi-BsHKiMtt''ct-

-
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SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

UNITED STATES, BANK

CAPITAL

TRUST CO.

&

50,000.00

Does a General Banking

I-

-

President

H. F.

!

FRESH BREAD AND CAKE

1-

Established

STEPHENS. Caihier.

n

1901.

Incorporated

1856.

LADIES ATTENTION !

Parlor Market
and Grocery

J

-

guaranteed.
-

Royal Society Embroidery Floss.

......

...

FINISHED SAMPLES

iNOtning'

loca

For Your Inspection.

Dl
iet af fords for sale. We

f,...
;uul

,

still adhere

'policy first established
by us of

Rabv Cans and

111

t

I

f

IK.

WVi

ll ll

Tuckers.

llX

Hand Bags,

Kansas City

'

i

Jit

Stamped and Tinted, Beautiful Material, with

The place where satis- faction is absolutely

?
- ,
i
?
Porterfield.'- ? .
Vegas Opttc.
Mrs. Solomon Luna arrived in the
At
of
wife
CTaudius
irs.
j. Neis,
city yesterday from Los Lunas Albu torney Neis, and her daughter, Flor .
,
Herald.
querque
ence have returned from Galveston,
G.
Auditor
Territorial
W.
Sargent Texas and New Orleans, where tliey
ii.U0 ITIdrhas gone to Espanola to attend the spent several months visiting rela II1C
l,IC
Republican convention of Rio Arriba tives and friends..
county.
Chas. E. Rumsey was called sud O. N.- Marron, the well known at
to the
denly away on Wednesday
tO OUT Old
torneys amfeifonner mayor of Albu bedside of his wife, at Buffalo. N. Y.,
..
n..,n...in where she will undergo an operation
querque, where he is a uciuuuaiu,
leader, is at the Palace.
Their many friends
for appendicitis.
of here
A. H. Hudspeth, the attorney
hope that the operation will be
White Oaks, and who will likely be successful and a rapid recovery will
nominated by the Democrats for Con- follow. Taos Valley Xews.
Corn-Fe- d
gress, is at the .Montezuma.
Frank Ringland, a brother of A. C.
Dr. J.-Waffensmith of Espanola, Ringland, forester of the third disis in Santa Fe. and will leave in a trict of the United States forest ser-- i
Beef, Pork, Mutton,
rew days Tor unicago to lane a post vice, is here today from Santa Fe,
:
graduate course.
where he has been for some time as- Veal and
Solomon
National Committeeman
sisting in work being done for the
Luna of Los Lunas, and State Chair- - United States bureau of animal in
dustry. Mr.: Ringland will soon re- Home-Dressed
sume
his studies at the. University
"Cure
Poultry, Fresh
This
will
Believes
of New Mexico here. Albuquerque;
Herald.
Lung Troubles" disease
,.
Fish, Fruits and Vegetables
Consumption is a flatterlwt
Former Governor Miguel A., Otero
Those
.lnnirerK.
a.
.Mlkf
AnA
l.a
(.
ac-' i who is atf active- tandidate for the
who have it "are rarely willing to
knowledge the fact.
nomination for governor on the reSCHILLING'S BEST COFFEE, TEAS,
it is no timeIt this trouble Is present, time
in arguDorTt waste
publican state ticket, was in Albuquer- - BAKING POWDER AND
for trifling.
EXTRACTS'
night for a short time, arrlv- Sated; if a Tough is Reseat that WPs Q
are i
yjui caomiu
iucaivu ouu tea v
you anilo:is. or any of the symptoms
lug
nwraw,
present such as fever or nigni nd
ing on the psdnlght train for Silver Money Refunded if Not Satisfactory
perweakness and loss of appette.
the
do
mucus
City, ' and
of
the south. Albuquerque
haps, some raising
Alterative, as
thing; take Eckman's
He will also visit
Journal,
LAUGHLIN BLOCK,
Morning
did.
Mr. Bettersworth
;
No. 4.
Las Cruces and other southern cbun-- I
Bowling Green, Ky., H. tor
214
Don Gasper Avenue.
your
to
wish
I
say
"Gentlemen:
ty seats.
mPd- 1uIIpVA It tO be
Altarotlfa
Bronchial
Dr.
D.
all
Edward
for
value
McQueen Gray, presiclne of unequaled
and L.ung trouoie.
idet. of the Universityf New Mod
"The Spring of W08, I had ulisevere
tire co, has been made a fellow of the
I tiled
conah for six months.
.
medicine that my inenas ana uuciu., .
to me, but no results came alunwl1 Academy of Political
and
sweats,
had
I
ence, a high honor and a recognition
night
the better.
PROPRIETOR.
of the unusual attainments of the
ESft goTg wefk
But at last, James beeriiig. of sity president. His many friends will
.congratulate him on the distinctio- n.began taking the srnie; in one wee iu Atouquerque journal.
time there vas quite an nuproveiueui
taken sevTHE TIME TO BUY
my condition, and after I had ever
In my
FOREIGN INFLUENCES eral bottles. I felt as well as
or
firm
company
wrote
life. I never
any
HOT WATER BOTTLES
UNSETTLE STOCK MARKET.
a Utter recommending their medicine before, as there are so many fakes that a
Is now. We have just received
medicine of genuine quality don't get Berlin Raises Discount Rate and Lon'
credit or even tried.
alargelinedirectfromfactory,
don Is Likely to Follow Canthe world to know that I
'I
e
Eckman's
Brmly believe that your
thereby insuring fresh goods.
adian Pacific Suffer.
will cure any case of lung trouble It
taken before the last stage. I will gladly
inwf.te personally to any party wanting
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
formation in regard to your wonderful
New York, N. Y., Sept. 19. Foreign
medicine." (Signed MMfiWOVtH.
influences
were" largely responsible
Eckman's Alterative is effective lu Bronfor unsettlement of the stock market
chitis,- Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the today. The increase in the German
opiates
system. Does not contain poisons, booklet
Bank rate 'of discount to 5 per cent
or
drugs. Ask for
to
Eckman
write
cases
and
it had 'been forecasted, derof cured
.although
evimore
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Va.p for
to emphasize the disturbed con- dence. For sale by all leading druggists and ived
. ,
'l.tAMn
uuiuud auiuauJ nuu yiebcuwu .V
lue poa-by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa
sibility of an increase in the Bank
of England's rate this week. The un
favorable effect on thtt Berlin market!
H:
KAUNE
GO. of the change in the German rate
was accentuated by serious disturb-- !
ances in Spain and Austria.
The copper stocks were singled out
.for pressure and Amalgamated copper
land American Smelting declined over;
"
a point. Other stocks also displayed
.heaviness at intervals but indications
of support, were! manifested after the
early 'weakness and depressed selling
We guarantee each and every Bot-- .
before mid-Uaand recovered somewhat
tie we sell to last one year.
r
,

Our window is only a sample of what we can show
you in the line of : : : : : :

$

LINE OF

MUQLElt

o

-

Joyal Society

Daily. 6 Loaves Fine Bread, 25c
Wednesday, Sept. 20th,
Fruits and
Henry' Pollard of Espanola Is a
Confectionery.
From 2 to 6 and 7 to 9 P.M. Fresh CreamPuf f s Wednesday & Groceries
visitor in the Capital.
Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. F. S. Cox or Silver
15Z
WHICH
Ked.
TO
hone,
are
at
the Palace.
City
!
AMADO GUTIERREZ, PROP.
A. H. Curry, a clothing salesman
All Are Cordially
or El Paso, is in the city.
Invited.
A. C. McElwain, a shoe salesman
of St Louis, is at the Palace.
A.
Phone 49 Main
Phone 49 Main
E. H. Show, a Boston shoe salesman is calling on the trade here.
Southeast Cor. Plaza.
N. M. Patsch, a hardware salesman
of St. Joseph, Mo., is in the city.
W. E. Cogden, a life insurance man H. O. Bursum of Socorro, arrived
agent of Las Vegas, is at the Palace. this noon from the south.
John - H. Toung of Quests, Taos s Mr.-- , and .Mrs. Max Xordhaus went
Trout Springs Saturday morning,
county U in Santa Fe on Jegal husi-!tness.
and will be there for Beveral, weeks
"H. 67 Piatt of St. Louis Is visiting) giving Mr.' Nordhaus time to'.recu- hia. daughters, Mrs. Wood and Mrs. perate from his recent sickneps.- -- Las

MISS

Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

J

PLAZA BAKERY

OPENING

MILLINERY

f

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
B. lAUGHLIN,

PERSBNiL MENTim

V

v

.
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Childrens' Dresses,

Jimb.

New Novelties in Skirts and

Kimonos,
and an endless variety of
patterns to select from.

i

Silk Waists

.

You cannot make a mistake in coming in and
looking us over. Our stock is new

l"t

j

1 1

and cannot help but please

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.
THE MASTER TAILORS.

NOTHING BETTER.
)

j

;

&

T

5
P.

I

com

1

WM. D. ARRIGHI

.

O. Box, 219.

ltnW.

Phone 36

j

var-thin- g.

$t'ia8tlJ2Z'i

INSURANCE

Alter-atlv-

REAL

I
f

ESTATE

OF YOUR
BUSINESS

r

MONTHS are coming on, and you will
much time
This is the time, therefore, to buy Furniture, and a fine assortment of it can
he seen at our store. There is bird's eye maple, which is in
great demand, and other woods that are as beautiful.
We also have KITCHEN CABINETS with celluloid tops to
make the housewife's work a delight.
Also a splendid supply of CHINA DISHES for use on the
table.

THE

WINTER

rs.

Call Early While the Stock is Plentiful.

THE

AKtRS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

!

SuretyBonds

g

'

tt

,

V,

1

'

LOANS

a

S.

0.C.WATS0N& CO.

Now is the time

119 San Francisco St,
- - N. M

SANTA FE, -

j

special bale
LADIES' UNDERSKIRTS

to buy

Yellow

;

tt
tt
tt

-

Western t'nion gained a point,
Bonds were steady. The market did
j not vary much between
12 to 1 o'clock
aside from further decline in Cana-idiaPacific to near 224. London
sales footed up 15,000 shares.
Weakness of the copper group and
several specialties was ignored by
rallroad stocks- wh,ch hcId flrm at
me mm-aapnceB,
Business was in smaller volume
than for many weeks past.
The market closed weak,
Closing Quotations.

r
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MOST. BEAUTIFUL

Free

JDi

V

j

DESIGNS.

Peaches

Rings, Brooches, Pendant?, Neck Chains, Bracelets.
No style gift more desirable for your Eastern friends.

"5.

'

Street

.

2c.alb.

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
'

Open .'May ,15th' 'for. ,'tlie Fishing Season
.'i

Best of Food

;.-

'-

.'

-

;

'

Telegraph Gloriela

MULLIGAN & RISING,

Write Pecos

I

Cilll

f ING

11

108 Palace Avenue
Day and Nifht Phone.

.NO

PROFIT ON THE

You pay for, by having

3

e

;

H. S. KAUNE

X X X

X X

3--

51)

house and other improvements.
Acre
age finely located on one of principal streets of Santa Fe.
This is well worth your investigation.

five-roo- m

PAINTING

SIGN PAINTING

adobe

Phone Black

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Phone Black

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE

&

No. 229

Residence

Insurance Agency.

J05 San Francisco Street.

c,

&

CO.

-

J. P. Steed & Son

.Before you' reach the Limit !
of physical endurance and while yottt
condition Is still- curable, take Fokr
Kidney Pills. Their quick action and
positive results will delight you. For

STETSON STIFF
I QTVILrCiO
CAI
PC INand
SOFT HATS
rtXLjL- - DI.I
-- AT

CARPENTERS
AND CABINET

MAKERS.

rheumatism, FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
backache, nervousness,
and all kidney, bladder and urinar?
SIGN PARTING NEATLY DONE
troubles.- - For sale by all druggists.

If you want anything on earth trr
a Want ad in the New Mexico

All Work Guaranteed.

Phone. Red

115

C3

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL

,i

r
it

a

ki

.

i

mt

i

It.

d

1

mm

i

saves on your
bill and SAVES THE EYES.
rooms
open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be teen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the Idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.

SANTA FE TAtTE R

-

part in Alfalfa, exceptionally good

Carriage & Automobile

1--

LAMP-I- TS

you

XX-

tt
tt

3 Acres of Ground,

Read, then Act!

Listen! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light?
are using
Our display
are
It
it right where
light

Um
-

PEARS

.

Phone, 130 Red.

X

rtt

3--

" 'now Wi.'and are fine

Funeral Directors

New York, Sept. 19. Copper spot,
ll.96l-2-.05lead dull, 4.454.55; silmnoey steady, 2
ver, 52
per cent;prime paper; 4 4 per cent;
Mexican dollars, 45; amalgamated, Si;
sugar, 115; Great Northern pfd., J23
North.
New York Central, 101
rn Pacific, 114
Reading, 138 12;
Union Pacif-tiSouthern Pacific, 101
158
setel, 65; Betel, pfd., 114.
COTTON. "
New York, Sept. 19. Cotton spot
closed quiet; 10 points lower; middling uplands, 11:45; middling gulf,
11:70; no sales.
1--

Fine for Canning. Let us
have yourorders for whatever you may need.

- BAJtprT

CO

Phone, Red Ml. Night Phone,Red 58.

-

3--

.Alberta Peaches

'

X

DRUGGISTS

n

DRY GOODS

SELIGMAN

-

Reliable

y

!

fancy

Best of Beds
Cold Pure Spring Water
' "
No Invalids
$15 a Week
Pecos and Mora Rivers;- - Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
,

Always

;

In a few days we will
have

(Old Sparks Ranch )

1).

ADOLPH

BUTT BROS. CO.,

J

We have a lot of small
.
rl-jrcamo, uulx r:imc elur
Peach "Preserve and
Peach Jam, at

San Fraacciso

MkMfH. C. YONTZ,
4M

i

tt
tt
tt
tt

tt
tt

FANCY PATTERNS
Handsome Skirts for Fall and Winter Wear

I

i

K

LIGHT CODPAWY, WASHINGTON STREET.
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Pacific

Resents Order of Proprietor to Resume His Coat and
Buys the Restaurant.

1911.

There is one man in the United States who has
perhaps beard
inaa any otner man or woman in the
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
the secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
R. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and help.
That few of these women ha, 'been disappointed in their expectations is proved by the faci1 that ninety-eigper cent, of
all women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
altogether cured. Such a record would be remarkable if the
cases treated were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of more than half-a- - million women, in a practice of over 40 vears. it is Dhenomennl
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter, absolutely without
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as without fee, to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce Preat
'
Buffalo, N. Y,

Company.

Railway

19,

1 Women's Secrets

MINES AND MINING

Mr. Montoburn

SEPTEMBER

TUESDAY,

WOULD EAT AS HE PLEASED

1,

St. Louss Rocky

M.

Mr. Montoburn, finding himself hungry, had dropped into a restaurant
G. W. Robinson on a lead silver prop
Socorro County.
for a square meal. The heat was
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
Ore crushed in the Socorro mines erty seven miles west of Hachlta, and
excessive and he took off his coat
at Mogollon during August amounted near the E. P. & S W. railroad. The
and hung it on a hook.
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Read Up)
(Read Down)
to 5,100 tons, with a bullion product shaft is down about twenty feet and
"1 beg your pardon, sir," said a man
2
20
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STATIONS
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who came from behind the cashier's of 47,000 ounces troy. Several tons of the pay streak is about two feet wide.
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high grade concentrates were also Robinson has five claims in the group.
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what?"
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"Your eating here without
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your daily during the month. Rapid pro- carries good gold.
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coat."
gress is being made in the erection of
Sierra County.
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Vigil
, 3560
"But you're in your shirt sleeves a new power house. The new power
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Thompson
John A. Winran, accompanied by
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Ouunindhom
house of the Ernestin Mining company Mr.
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.. yourself."
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OUfton House N.M
a mining expert, were in
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."That's different; I'm the proprie- is nearing completion and will be SierraCase,
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county from El Paso recently to
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Ar 10 15
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receive
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its equipment
high examine the Axail Line
ready
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eating compressor, on delivery. The machin66
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Koehler Junction
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eight men an attempt was made to de- house you have. May I ask what you
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month.
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be
will
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water the shaft in order to expose the
consider it worth?"
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period of September ore at the bottom, but this could not
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dollars,
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ore
Is now in progress.
The week's
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Ar
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Cimarron
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be accomplished with the facilities at
of your business."
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6 35
Cimarron
.Ar am
Cipriano Salazar, Tierra Amarilla.
treatment was 465 tons with 50 sacks hand.
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Nash
Mr. Case succeeded in obtain6 18
"I'll
said
Mr.
take
Montoburn, concentrates. The new developments
it,"
T. Salarar, Tierra Amarilla.
8
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about
or
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a
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6 45
extracting big
6 00
Ute Park, N. M.. . Lv
samples
Ar
Peter Brown, Denver.
to show up well. A ing
in
mine
continue
p m
pm
spoke very highly of the formation.
pocket, peeling off five of them, and
Palace.
Henry S. Custer, Colorado Springs.
of
been
ore
up
has
opened
$12
body
W. Rising, City.
tossing them carelessly at the man. on the
F. F. Young, urinidad.
d
level north in the
Connects at Colfax with K. P. & 3. W. Ry. train both North and South.
"Now that this place is mine I'll eat
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Cox, Silver City.
George
BASE
BALL
Smith, Sawyer.
PLAYER
275
M.I
M.
at
N.I
N.
meets
handled
Preston
mill
Van
trains
mines.
Houten
tor
The
SStage
here any old way I please, and you
A. J. Mitchel, El Paso.
F. E. Richards, City.
THROWS ROCK AT DOG.
bullion
tons
A
week.
Stage leaves Ute Park. M. M., for (CUzabethtown, N. M... at 9:00 a. m, dally exeep? can go to thunder.
the
product
past
But
before
you
N. M. Patsch, St. Joseph
J. M. Hartley, City.
ndays. Fare fe uu one way 33.50 round trip: fifty pound basgajre carried free.
go will you kindly ask one of the of 4,000 troy ounces was made at last
A. C. McElwaln, St. Louis.
O. 4 8. train leaves Des Mettles, N, M- for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives fromlthe
While
uo
on
Avenue
Palace
were
riding
concentrates
20
sacks
clean
up;
waiters to come and take my order?"
W. E. Cogden, Las Vegas.
tb at 4:38 a. m
his wheel a day or two ago, a well
LET THE WANT
produced during the week. A new
A. H. Curry, El Paso.
known
ball
base
named
An
player
and valuable strike was recently made
COLUMN DO IT.
TAKING ADVICE.
S. G. DEDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
C. Lillie, Denver.
E.
was
derson
attacked by a big black
in the
A good live advertisement In the
level east of the TreasGL P.
V. P. & G. M
Superintendent
Detroit.
K
Agent,
Black,
Want column of the New Mexican will
ure Mining and Reduction company. dog. The cycliBt alighted from his
J. S. Harrison, St. Louis.
rent any property that is rentable.
The vein is said to be eight feet wide wheel and as the dog showed no
O.
N. Marron, jAlbuquerque.
he
There Is always some one that wants
and is a good average grade mill ore. signs of mitigating his attack,
A. S. Feiss, New York.
what you have got, but you must let
In the picked up a rock and hurled It at the
A large tonnage is broken
Montezuma.
them know
mines. Sixty tons daily are now being animal.
Mr. Anderson is noted as base ball
treated. It is likely the output will be
Leroy O. Moore, City. '
L. A. Gillett, City.
Foley's Kidney Remedy iLiquld).
further increased at an early date. In tosser and he threw the rock with
Is great medicine of proven value for
F. R. Dudley City.
the Maud mine the first level west splendid aim but the rock was so
both acute and chronic kidney and
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. TJlery, City.
continues in excellent ore. The Mo- much heavier than a base ball that
bladder ailments. It Is especially recJ. P. Meehan, Albuquerque.
gollon Gold and Copper company is he did not throw it with the customT H p80- ommended to elderly people for Its
What was his amazeE. L. Donaldson, Kansas City.
shipping ore of excellent grade, taken ary control.
wonderful tonic and reconstructive
H. B. Piatt, St. Louis.
from both the Little Charlie and the ment to see it go right through the
ten, Arizona, Mexico and t the Pacific Coast, via NEW
fiont window of Mrs. LIndhardt's
H. Porterf ield City.
qualities, and the permanent relief end
Cooney mines.
I
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance,
comfort it gives them. For sale by ail
millinery establishment on Palace
A. H. Hudspeth, White Oaks.
Luna County.
Avenue. '
George T. Gibson, Gillette, Wyo.
druggists.
The Silver Cave mine, in the Florida
A. C. McElwaln, St. Louis.
There was a crash of glass, the
mining district, has been leased for down fall of three superb hat creaIf you want anything on earth try
Henry Pollard, Espanola.
two years by G. M. Sadler, and a con- tions which
w Mex'nan Want Ad.
THE
J. H. Grenninger, San Francisco.
had been standing majsiderable force of men is now at work estically in the window and a scream
C. F. Dalles, Bayonne, N. J.
upon it with Charles Allen as foreman. from affrightened ladies
C. E. Forges, Amarillo.
standing
The present owner of thts mine is J. in the store.
W. R. Landran, San Francisco.
the stone
WOOD'YS
Fortunately,
E. Carrell, of Los Angeles. It was lo- was content to crash the
OR
Tom Wade, City.
glass and
cated in 18S0, and during the years of bowl over the hats as
C. Khowlstadt, Chicago.
'
though they
She What do you think of advice? 1883-Prom
between $670,000 and $680,000 were mere
D. Layton, Chicago.
tenpins. It did not strike
He (a druggist) It's better to shake have
take from it in lead and any one and- also
been
A.
refrainJ.
TAOS
BARRANCA
Miller, Albuquerque.
graciously
before taking.
ROUTE
silver. The product runs from 38 to ed from doing up a showcase which
James D. Davidson, Albuquerque.
Meets
Both
North
South
43 ounces in silver and from 50 to 70 was
standing dangerously near the
Perfectly Safe.
cent lead. The ore is not in any zone through which the stone came
per
Bounds
Trains.
of
Coronado.
Hall
Vermont widely
Bishop
'
known as a wit and a scholar in his way refractory. It has been a number with the speed of a comet.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
A. J. Atkinson, Corona.
of
since this mine has
however,
years,
home life at Burlington, prefers the
Mr. Anderson called at the store
the north bouno train and arrives at
R. Stepp, Corona.
been
and
Par rates and full information
of
worked,
the and offered to settle the damages.
the. leasing
utmost simplicity compatible with
Taos at 7 p. m.
A. Adans, Encino.
comfort Having on one occasion a same probably marks the beginning of The black dog Is still at large and E. Mora Galisteo.
Ten miles shorter than any other
a- distinguished English divine as a vis- renewed activity in the Florida dis is perhaps awaiting some osjleriza-tioP. J. Baca, Espanola.
way. Good covered: nacks and good
i
El PaM Texas.
trict,
imwas
method of death, as those atitor, the latter
considerably
V. Sisneros, Espanola.
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Grant County.
tacked by vicious dogs have learnt
pressed, not to say astonished, at the
S. Naranjo, Espanola.
furnished commercial men to take in
A
new rich strike has been made b the merits of chloroform.
lack of ceremony observed in the
V. Naranjo, Espanola.
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudo
episcopal mansion, and upon retiring
John H. Young, Questa.
Station.
hesitatingly inquired if he should
CALL FOR REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION. ,
leave his shoes outside the door.
"Certainly, If you like," replied the
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions of the Enabling
with cordiality,
bishop
"nobody'll
Act
and the resolution admitting New. Mexico into t&a.
touch 'em." Metropolitan.
ht

Women, strong,
Biols.

Women

y

Hotel Arrivals.

'

Dead-woo-

200-fo-

-.

150-fo-

it

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

From Santa Fp

Bis.

SljX

EAST

.

aBM3

BEST

HACK LINE

;

4

pT

TO

WEST

aMnu

EUGENE FOX,

n

SAN GERONIMO INDIAN FAIR,

Use of Adversity.
A Chicago man who was seeking a
certain region in Arkansas observed
to a farmer that there was a great
deal of ague in that part of the country. "What a handicap!" said the
traveler. "It unfits a man for work,
doesn't It?"
"Generally It does," said the farmer,
most solemnly. "Still, when my boy
Sam has a right hard fit of the shakes,
we fastens the churn dasher to him,
and he brings the butter inside o' 12
minutes." Harper's Magazine.

TAOS
FOR THE ABOVE OCCASION THE

DENVER & RIO GRANDE
will protect one fair for the round trip

FROM
All Stations on Its Lines in New Mexico and the

if

following stations in Colorado: Alamosa,
La Jara, Romeo, Antonito, Osier, Pago-s- a
Junction, Pagosa Springs
and Durango

Rough on Handel. ,
"Did you attend the recital given by
Miss Hammersley last night?"
"Yes."
"How was It? I believe she was to
confine herself almost exclusively to

Handel."

"Well, If Bhe did, all I have to say
Is thaf Handel was mighty roughly
handled."

TO
BARRANCA, N. M.
Selling Dates, September 28 and 29, 1911,
with return limit of 5 days from date of sale.

A Cool Place.
Citimann I presume it is hot
in the country as well as in the city,

Mr.

this winter.

Mr. Suburb Nonsense!
It's cool,
delightfully cool, where I live. Why,
I've got a stove in my sleeping room.
Much of a fire in
"Good gracious!

it?"
no fire

"N-o- ;

THE PEOPLE'S

ANNUAL

Weekly.

HOLIDAY

AVIATION

" Blrdmen " of International Repute will thrill the
crowd
for three days, October 11, 12 and 13

$1,000
BASEBALL

s

DURHAM STAKE POP

EVERY

DAY

EXCITING

Lil dacpdc
rvt

in.

HORSE RAGES

Feature Upon Feature. Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
ISAAC BARTH, President.

JOHN

BMclKANUS,

Secretary-Manage-

Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
u
Oamtn toe U. 8. mall and pa
each
excess
regular
ticket,
bagg&gt
n.
uiu
m.,
aiwiais Nma vausuii,
at ute rate ot $5.00 per hundred lbs
Xotwell, N. II connecting with, the

Sl

land

?i;Mi
.

J

What the Client Gets.

We are equipped to carry any kind
The Client I won't pay your billtrunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs Its extortionate.
Tne Lawyer w&at will you dot
Special rates are given for excur Hire another
lawyer to contest my
slons. for eight or more passengers. auum, ana pay mm 7
For further Information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Soswell, N. M.
Often the Case.
"Is he a man of decided oplnieaaf

To-- of

A Santa Fa Railroad.
Vanorhn lit 8 :46 a. m., ar-rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. ni.
Xeaves Roswell at 13:80 a. nr.
rive in Vaughn at 6:30 p. m.

v. nek

What They Bring Forth.
"And what did May showers bring
lortnr asited tne tunny man.
"Stocking doilies and kitchen uten
sils for the June brides," replied the
woman who knew.

W. STOCKARD, manage?

Tes.$

"Who deeldaa
"His wife."

then"

re

All Parts of The World

Guadalupe
Lincoln
Luna
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay V.;.....

.

................ ...i

iff?
.

WHEN

YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REhrEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME,
AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

SAME

'
-

7

PRICE LIST.
1-

ne

30
17
5
17
13
8

1- -2

one-ha-

one-na-

DATES; ETC.

i

"

Paterany town and date, for inch . ... . . . . . . . 50c
Ledger Dater month, day and year in
cn
inch
Regular Line Dater month, day and year,
Inch.... 35c
Kcguiar Line uaier montn, oay and year,
inch.. .. 25c
Defiance Model Band Dater
, M
.
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp and Weed Cut. . . . . . 1 50
Pearl Check Protector
,
,
Local

,w

f

1- -2

ne

15

.

-2

1- -2

14

'

...........

inches long.
Stamp, not over 2
.. 15c
Each additional line on stamp
ifc
One-liand not over 3
Stamp, over 2
inches long . : 20c
; Each additional line on
sc
stamp
One-listamp, over 3
and not over 5 inches long.; . . 25c
V Each additional line on same
20c
stamp.
One-liStamp, over 5 inches long per inch
10c
,
' Each additional
line, same price. (Curved lines
on Stamp count as two lines).
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long
25c extra
Larger sizes at proportionate prices. Where type used is
lf
over
inch in size, we charge for one Hne for each
ir
men or fraction.
One-li- ne

r

"

?

s

ne

11
16
7
10
6

Total
.........303
is recommended that in event the same delegates are
not elected delegates to the judicial and" legislative district conventions that the same basis be used in the election
of such district delegates and that such conventions shall
be called and held, after the State Convention, at such
time and place as may be agreed upon by the Chairmen
of the Central Committees of the several counties composing the respective districts mentioned, or in default
of agreement by said Chairmen, by a majority of the
delegates elect to such district convention.
It is further Recommended that the Republican County
Conventions in and for the several counties, for the
nomination ofvcounty officers, be held after the State
'
'
Convention.
'
,
'
H. 0. BURSUM
.
'
JOSE D. SENA, ' '
Chairman.
'
, Secretary,
v

? ' ,55,

D. BARNES, Agent.

Rubber Stamps.

It

l

"ffi?n

S., Canada, Mexico

J.

'

V

'

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH

7'
V.

Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

U.

Tmifhrat

4

Arriba....... ...............

,

Payable

.

10
11
9
3
5
15

.........

.........................

1UVUVJ

Clocks and Foreign Money Orders

13

Rio
Roosevelt

Sandoval
San Juan...
San Miguel
Santa Fe.
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia

SdYfi ItlflilPV aad tarovwitaBce by Purchasing Walls

5

.....................

Grants........................

'

ROSWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M

10
17

Colfax
Curry
Dona Ana
Eddy

A Young Offender.
A woman left her baby In Its carriage at the door of a department
store. A policeman found it there, apparently abandoned, and wheeled it
to the station. As he passed down
the street a gamin yelled: "What's
the kid done?' Collier's.
The Theory Wrong.
"There is a belief that simmer girls
are always fickle."
I got engaged on that theory,
, "Yes.
but it looks as if I'm in for a wedding
suit.
or a

The Signs.
"Do pearls really mean tears?"
"Well, my wife cried enough till I
got her a necklace of some."

r

(

Is

Chaves

breach-of-promls- e

f: K

A Southwestern and Rock
n PutRailroads
and the Atchison,

York

Charitable Lady I gave your fathei
the money to buy1 yon a coat last week,
i see you are not wearing it
Boy No, mum; e put it on
horse.
Charitable Lady On a horse! But
he should have thought of your com
fort before that! London Opinion.

MEET

raced " Bull " Durham Dav. Prirtv
This stake was oiven hv th m
WELL'S DURHAM TOBACCO CO.

if

New

General Express Forwarders

NOW, THEREFORE, pursuant to and in accordance
with resolutions adopted by the Republican Central Committee of New Mexico in convention assembled at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, September 5, 1911, a Call
is hereby issued for the holding of the first
Republican
State Convention in the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of Thursday, the 28th day
September, A. D. 1911, for the purpose of nominating
candidates for,, the various congressional and Btate offices
created and authorized by law; and the Republican Central Committees of the various counties of the new State,
except as otherwise by this committee ordered, are requested to issue Call for the holding, upon such notice
and date as they may deem expedient, county conventions
for the purpose of electing delegates to said State Convention, at which the basis of representation shall be
1 delegate for each 100, or fraction thereof of 50 or
more,
of the votes cast for the Republican Candidate for delegate
to Congress at the election of 1908, and 1 delegate at large
from each county now in existence; upon which basis
the representation at said State Convention from tho
several counties of New Mexico shall be as follows:
Bernalillo
25

Sha Llttla Knaw.

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, Oct

CURTIS

In

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

Sisterhood of States, the Governor of New Mexico has
issued his proclamation ordering an election to be held
on Tuesday, November 7, 1911, for the purpose of electing
the various congressional, state, legislative, judicial and
county officers authorized by the constitution heretofore
adopted by the people of New Mexico;
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Yes, It was Johnny Bellchambers.
They saw his face plainly now as be
sat among the dingy brothers, never
looking up. eating broth from a coarse,
brown bowL
Permission to speak to one of Ihe
brothers was granted to the two travelers by the abbot, and they waited
in a reception room for him to come.
When he did come, treading softly in
his sandals, both Eyres and Gilliam
looked at him in perplexity and astonishment It was Johnny Bellchambers, but he had a different look. Upface was an exon his smooth-shavepression of ineffable peace, of rapturous attainment of perfect and complete happiness. His form was proudly erect his eyes shone with a serene
and gracious light He was as neat
as in the old New
and
York days, but how differently was he
clad! Now he seemed clothed in but
a single garment a long robe of
rough brown cloth, gathered by a cord
at the waist, and falling in straight
He
loose folds nearly to his feet
shook hands with his visitors with his
old ease and grace of manner.
If
there was any embarrassment in that
meeting it was not manifested, by
Johnny Bellchambers. The room had
no seats; they stood to converse.
"Glad to see you, old man," said
Eyres, somewhat awkwardly. "Wasn't
expecting to find you up here. Not a
bad idea, though, after ''all. Society's
an awful sham. Must be a relief to
shake the giddy whirr and retire to
er contemplation
and
er prayer
and hymns, and those things.'
"Oh, cut that, Tommy," said Bellchambers, cheerfully. "Don't be afraid
that I'll pass around the plate. I go

THE
ROBE OF PEACE
By O. HENRY
Copyright bjr F. L. Nelson

Mysteries follow one another so
closely in a great city that the reading public and the friends of Johnny
Bellchambers have ceased to marvel
at his sudden and unexplained disappearance nearly a year ago. This
particular mystery has now been
cleared up, but the solution is so
strange and incredible to the mind of
the average man that only a select
few who were In close touch with
Bellchambers will give It full cre-

"Chimney Pot" Hat

best-dresse- d

MM

-

Copyright. Underwood & Underwood. N.
fashion has again made a

Last year,
headwear was air breadth,
this year it is height; .very
broad brims were the vogue In 1910,
exceedingly narrow brims the vogue
In 1911. Milliners have reverted to
1860 models for their confections for

FICKLE

PAY ATTENTION TO THE ARMS

Easy to Dress Them Becomingly So
as to Overcome Any Natural
Defects.

Thin arms are very easily dressed
becomingly, though there have been
women in the world who had every
device of the toilet at their beck and
call and yet failed to understand the
needs of their meagre arms. A celebrated actress and well known society
woman was one of these, and even
the surpassing loveliness of her face
could not make up for the ugliness of
the arms she was forever showing off
In short sleeves.
However, estimates of beauty have
changed somewhat, and with the present' formless lines striven for In
arms are no longer
clothes match-lik- e
a bar to good looks. But they must
be dressed becomingly in long
sleeves gathered over the arms or In
the shape of loose bishop puffs ending In a long hand ruffle. The closer
sleeve should have a pointed bottom
covering the back of the hand if this
member is also too thin or otherwise
unlovely, but where the bishop sleeve
Is used the material of the bodice
must be thick enough to hide the outlines of the arm, for otherwise there
y
will be an unpleasant
effect
when the light pierces the thin texture. ..
FOR WHITE SUMMER DRESSES

:

d

Louis XV. Jaquette In shot blue and
black taffetas, with plain white linen
collar. White linen hat with bows of
the taffetas.

court-marti-

Metal Fringes.

.

.

Metal fringes .are being much emThese
ployed on evening dresses.
are made from bullion cords, and are
In both the bright gold and silver and
In the darker antique metals. Retailers unquestionably will have a big
call throughout the fall and winter
season for fringes In similar effects.

--colored

H. L. ORTIZ,

Attorney and Counsellor-at-LaPracticing before all the courts ;0
the Territory.
Santa Fe

-

New Mexico

,-

PAUL A. F. WALTER

....

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico

DR. C. M. Rli-EVeterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: East side of plaza, corner
of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
PROBERT

&

CO?ANY

Investments
Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale 'general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
Taos.
New Mexico.

J.

DR.

M. DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, CAPITOL PLACF
Phone, 21 6 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Phone, 220 Black
OFFICE HOURS. to 3 P. M.
1

Attorney-at-La-

Severe Shock.

An Excusable Mistake.
"The man who fell was not so
"That was a beautiful window garhurt but he saw stars."
"When I rolled home late from the
"So does any other man who bumps den I saw as I passed your house this
club this morning my wife's looks his head hard. Why does he make
morning." .'
spoke volumes."
That was my
such fuss about It?"
"Garden, nothing!
' '
"That was easy." "Ah, but he used to be a theatrical wife's hat set on a window sill to
"Besides, those volumes her hands angel." '
i
dryr
u
spoke
treatises and a rolling-pi-n
spoke a whole library of books
- Favored One.
Dad Never Wine.
on physical culture! " vwuim w uuf uuw- I
."Daughter, I see your elass
TOO HOW uiu
agreed to graduate In dollar gowns. ; on for Dolly when yon said you had
J Melody.
Bo you won't need, that $50 I prom t no money?
j
The Mid that warbles en the
i
Jshod
Med I didn't; some" ether fellow
you."
Cheat set M weanr MMr.
"Tea, dad, I shall. . I eaa use the bought them. I Just fastned them In
B' ratter
ifr
mow? tar tzZXxT
ie ci
W tosses Puck.
sort-osul- y

jiu-jits-

t.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M.

D.

Genito urinary Diseases.

THE WA5SERMAN & NOOUCH'
TEST5. 5ALVAR5AN "606"
ADMINISTERED.

Chemical and Microscopical Ex
aminations of blood, sputum, urine
and gastric contents. Directions
for collecting specimens given or
application.
State

Nat. Bank

Bid., Albuquerque

WAN

rs

Furnished rooms,

FOR RENT
Chapelle.

FOR SALE Modern
house on Read Avenue.
Hesch.

M

N

elght-roome-

103

a

Inquire P.

FOR RENT Six momed brick cot
tage. Bath, rante, light O. C. Wat.
son & Co.
LADIES Send for catalog of reliable
toilet drug and rubber specialties.
Supply Co., 250 South St,
Newark, N. J.
Col-Ma- c

FOR RENT Six rooms over Water
and Light Company's office unfurnish
ed, bath room, complete wired, price
$25 per month.
Apply at Water and
Light office. Possession given Imme
diately.
TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All

repair work and typewritee
Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 231.

guar-

anteed.
change.

Ex-

'
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Filter-Pinea-

Visiting

ever-echoin- g

d
didn't seem to tie
when a
up Just right that would bring him up
before any church."
for
'It's Bell, without a doubt" said
Eyres, firmly, "or I'm pretty badly in
need of an oculist But think of John
ny Bellchambers,, the Royal High
Chancellor of swell togs and the
of pink teas, up here in cold
storage doing penance in a snuff
batarbbe! I can't get It straight
In my mind. Let's ask the Jolly old
boy that's doing the honors." ' '1.
Brother Cristofer was appealed to
tor Information.
By that time the
monks had passed Into the refectory.
He could not tell to which on they'
Bellcbamberst - Ah, the
referred.
brothers of St Gondrau abandoned
their wordly names when they took
the tows. Did the gentlemen wish to
speak with one of the brothers! If
they would come to the refectory ant
Indicate toe one they wishel to see,
the reverend abbot in authority, wonld.
doubtless, permit it
Eyres and Gilliam went Into the
lnf hall end minted out to Brother

WHEELON.
to clean lamp chimneys.
They can W. E.
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
even' be used for an iron holder for an
emergency.
Santa Fe ix)dge
of
Newspapers dipped in lamp oil are
Perfection
No.
1, 14U
useful for cleaning windows.
Irons
degree. Ancient and Acnot much soiled can be rubbed on old
cepted Scottish Rite of
newspapers and thus made fit for use.
Free Masonry meets on
Dipped in lamp oil, they are splendid
to rub the outside of the dishpan. the third Monday of each month
They keep it bright and shining. Torn at 7:30 o'clock in the evening lr
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza
In shreds, slightly dampened and scattered over the carpet, they keep down Visiting Fcotlsh Rite Masons are cor
dust when sweeping. They clean the dlally Invited to attend.
sink of its grease and sediment; nothS. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
ing is better, for the greasy paper can
Venerable Master
be at once burned after use.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Many times folded newspapers will
Secretary.
serve as a mat to stand hot and blackened pots or kettles on and save soilB. P. O. E.
ing the kitchen table. The kitchen
Santa Fe Lodge No.
Is
cookstove
kept bright after the
460, B. P. O. E. holds
ing of each meal with old papers, and
Its regular session oil
this saves many polishings.
the second and fourth
of eacb
Wednesday
PUREST WATER IS IN FRUIT
month. Visiting broth
era are invited and
T.
It Is Plentiful and Needs No
pple
welcome.
Is Valuable Aid
the coming autumn, as this picture,
CARL A. BISHOP.
J. D. SENA,
of Digestion.
showing a hat of a typical kind, goes
Exalted Ruler.
to prove.
Secretary.
In
of
these
days
Impure drinking
The hat is of silk beaver, trimmed
with a broad Velvet band and a tall water, water famines and filtered wa
ter it is well to
plume of uncurled ostrich. They come
know that one of
In several colors, black, brown, grey,
the greatest adgolden and so on.
vantages of fruit
is that It offers
CLOAKINGS
FOR THE
FALL
us pure water for
Independent Order of Beavers.
which we do not
Sana Fe Dam No. 80, I. O.' B. holds
Ratine Cloths Are Certain to Be Much
need a .filter, to Its
session at 8 p. m. Meetlngn
Uced by All the Fashionable
of firstregular
the amount
and third Friday. Visiting Broth
Costumers.
nearly 60 per cent. In berries sod era are
always welcome.
more than 92 per cent In watermelGEO. W. PRICHARD.
A great deal of interest is expressed ons.
President
in ratine cloths for fall. There seems
Oranges and lemons are not Only C.
J. NEIS,
no question that they will be consid- valuable by reason of their potash
Secretary.
erably used by all of the best houses. salts, but especially for their citric
The new Idea is, of course, the double acid. A case of paralysis ot the enfaced finish, and beautiful lines in two tire right side is reported In a medical
F. W. FARMER
colors reversible, or In plain colors Journal where the Juice of oranges,
Homestead No.
with plaid back are being shown.
adopted as a regular diet, appeared
2879.
In
Colors
cloaklngs are both dark tr perform wonders together with
Brotherhood
of
"
'
"
and dull. In double faced materials chicken broth.
American Yeomen
we see such combinations as navy
As an aid of digestion
a really maMeets
Secon
blue and dark red, two shades of terial aid the pineapple stands alone
and Fourth Thure
Havana brown, sage green, and beige, among the fruit Its vegetable pepsin
Delgado's
days,
dull blue and mode, navy and taupe, neutralize tir, perhaps, rather diHall. H. Foreman,
Bordeaux red and Oxford gray, olive gests albuminous substances in the
C. G. Richie, Cor.
stomach.
green and khaki.
Sec. Mrs. Daisy
The newest ratine cloths are lightFresh pineapple or, better still, the
Farmer.
of
first
also.
thin
and
The
one
fresh
of
Juice
in
direct
weight
placed
these cloths brought out last year contact with egtjs, or gelatine, or milk,
Santa Fe Camp
were much heavier, and were found to will prove this fact conclusively by
13514, M. W. A.
be clumsy, and, therefore, were not a producing a bitter tasting dish.
neets second TuesIn cases of catarrhal ailment of the
great success. This season's offerings
day each month, so
are much thinner, and are, therefore, throat, and In its downward conneccial meeting tUrd
tion the alimentary canal or tract
expected to please. '
Tuesday at Elks
Diagonal and boucle weaves are pineapple cannot be overestimated,
Hall. Viating neigh
both being shown in ratine novelties. and it acts with equal force in mabors welcome.
These diagonal effects are in both larial affections.
L. G. WHITTIER, Consul
one nd two tone colorings, often a
As for the date and the plantain,
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
Boror
such
as
blue
contain
sufficient
to
shade,
nutriment
lighter
they
deaux illuminates the background, sustain life. The salts and organic
black.
In
are
boucle
acids In the apple tend to improve the
knots
while the
Santa Fe Camp No.'
These materials are called "velours quality of the blood.
6673, R. N. A. meets
de lalne" as well as "ratine."
fourth Tuesday of
KEY
TO
CHARACTER
NOSE IS
each month; soCushion Covers.
cial meeting third
Tuesday at Elks'
Brown suede leather is the cover According to "Nasologists" Its Shape
and 8ize Tell All About the
HaU.
Ing of a very convenient pillow for the
Individual.
This
neighbors welcome
or
delicate
traveler.
par
weary
NETTIE VICKROY,
ticular small article appeals as the
Nasology Is not exactly a new
Oracle.
most convenient of Its kind. It it science. It is an old one with a new
FLORENCE
RISING,
about ten by fourteen Inches, and 1(
and
it deals
name,
Recorder.
covered smoothly on one side with
with the scientific
'suede leather and on the other side
of character
study
of the
;with a noverlapplng piece
through the nose.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
suede, which forms a flat pocket Inte
Like physiogno-mblogywhich a handkerchief or time tabic
professes
may be slipped. There Is a small
to obtain exact
leather handle along the side of the
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
of charknowledge
.pillow, so that in the hand It looks alacter from obser
most like a brown suede bag.
vation of features. The novelty is
HOLT A SUTHERLAND
A nautical pillow has a heavy bind that it attaches
particular and scienAttorneys-at-Lalng cord loosely Inserted through tific importance to the nose. It. disPractice in toe DIstri t Court at
loops In practically the same manner cards, of course, the old and loose
that sails or flags are attached or sus- classification of Roman nose, aquiline well as before the Supreme Court oi
pended aboard ship. It Is made ol nose, snub nose, etc., and goes much the territory.
New Mexico.
smoke blue linen and worked In three more deeply into the subject A dis- Las Cruces,
shades of different colors. Service tinguished nasologlst has, for Instance,
able boat cushions are also made ol devoted special attention to a study of
C. W. O. WARD
bright-coloreticking.
Territorial District Attorn y
the nose of M. Jaures, the distinFor San Miguel and Mora Counties
guished Socialist leader in the French
Las Vegas,
New Mexico.
chamber of deputies.
Here and There.
"The nose of M. Jaures," says the
The veils that are put on perfectE. C. A3B0T7
ly loose and that flow all around arc nasotogist, "is straight, slender, slight'r-Attorney-sl-Laly flattened at the tip and at the same
very popular.
Practice In the District ana 5u
Bordered foulards being shown In time slightly turned up. The nostrils
the silk departments are more beau- are not prominent, but are sensitive
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
Innose
does not
and vibratory. The
V'
tiful than ever.
attention given to all business.
;
dicate much strength of character. Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Many girls are making their comnostrils show vehemence, passion
bination skirts and corset covers of The an
at
and
and
same
the
temper
angry
white wash silks.
Q. W. PRICHARD
cleverness and subtlety.
time
The new trimming ribbons are It is slyness,
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
the nose of an active and comPractice in all the District Court-an- d
striped, plalded, bordered, brocaded, bative man, but not a man of strong
:
etc., and are lovely.
gives spcla atMitton to cases
will power. The owner of this nose
Delicately colored buttons In soft appears to be better armed for attack before the Territorial Supreme Court.
blues, pinks and purples will be used than for defense, provided, however, Office: Laughlin Blk. Santa Fe, N. M
on silks and chiffons.
that the enemy he attacks be comparaHARRY D. MOULTON
For girls plaids will not be as tively weak. M. Jaures has the nose
much favored as stripes and checks of a good hunter after hares, but he
should not go after big game."
with material trimming.

New Mexico.

Taos,

,

Gil-Ha-

il

thf-lpu-

moth-proo-

thlng-um-bob-

d

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
communiRegular
cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

Ik

.

Attorneys-at-Law-

Practice in all the Courts and
the Interior Department

MASONIC.

test i ;wspapers,
1
but they do never-- v
7.30.
S?
It isn't
H. H. DORMAN,
exactly the newsMaster
paper or Its editorial policy that CHAS. E. UXN'Et. Secretary.
moths dislike. It's
Santa Fe Chapter No.
the Ink used In
1. R. A. M.
Regular
printing the type
that makes the moths stay away. That
convocation second
is whv, in the absence of
f
Monday of each month
bags and cedar chests, some houseat Masonic Hall a'
wives pack their furs and woolens
7:30 p. m.
away wrapped In newspapers at the
JOHN H. WALKER.
end of the winter season and find that
H. P.
Is a satisfactory way of
preserving ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.
them against the ravages of moths.
There is nothing better than old newsSanta Fe Comn.andcrj
papers for use under the carpets for
No. 1, K. T. Regular
the same reason.
conclave fourth Mon
Old newspapers have many other
day in each month at
uses as well. Wet in water, they
Masonic HaJI at 7 : 3
serve to clean out the stove splendidp. m.
ly. Crusted newspapers are excellent
CHAS. A.
E. C.

d

Johnny Bellchambers, as is well
known, belonged to the Intrinsically
inner circle of the elite. Without any
of the ostentation of the fashionable
ones who endeavored to attract notice
by eccentric display of wealth and
show, he still was au fait in everything that gave deserved luster to his
high position in the ranks of society.
Especially did he shine in the matter of dress. In this he was the despair of imitators. Always correct,
exquisitely groomed, and possessed of
an unlimited wardrobe, he was conman in
ceded to be the
New York, and, therefore, in America.
There was not a tailor in Gotham who
would not have deemed it a precious
boon to have been granted the privilege of making Bellchambers' clothes
s
with the
without a cent of pay.' As he wore through these
old boys because they
them, they would have been a price- rest of these
less advertisement.
Trousers were are the rules. I'm Brother Ambrose
his especial passion. Here nothing but here, you know. I'm given just ten
minutes to talk to you fellows. That's
perfection would he notice. He would rather a new
design in waistcoats you
have worn a patch as quickly as he
? Are they
would have overlooked a wrinkle. He have on, isn't It, Gilliam
those things on Broadway
wearing
man
a
in
his
kept
apartments always now?"
busy pressing his ample supply. His
"It's the same old Johnny," sr.id
friends said that three hours was the
"What the devil I
Joyfully.
limit of time that he would wear these
mean why
Oh, confound it! what
garments without exchanging.
Bellchambers disappeared very sud- did you do it for, old man?"
"Peel the bathrobe," pleaded Eyrea,
denly. For three days his absence
brought no alarm to his friends, and almost tearfully, "and go back with
then they began to operate the usual us. The old crowd'U go wild to see
methods of inquiry. All of them fail- you. This isn't in your line, Bell. I
ed. He had left absolutely no trace know half a dozen girls that wore the
behind. Then the search for a motive willow on the quiet when you shook
was Instituted, but none was found. us in that unaccountable way. Hand
He had no enemies, he had no debts, in your resignation, or get a dispenthere was no woman.
There were sation, or whatever you have to do
several thousand dollars in his bank to get a release from this ice factory.
to his credit He had never showed You'll get catarrh here, Johnny
any tendency toward mental eccentric- and My God! you haven't any socks
ity; In fact, he was of a particularly on!"
Bellchambers looked down at his
calm and
temperament.
Every means of tracing the vanished sandaled feet and smiled.
man was made use. of, but without
"You fellows don't understand," he
avail. It was one of 'those cases
said, soothingly, "It's nice of you to
more numerous In late years where want me to go back, but the old life
men seem to have gone out like the will never know me again. I have
flame of a candle, leaving not even a preached here the goal of all my am
trail of smoke as a witness.
bitions. I am entirely happy and con
In May, Tom Eyres and Lancelot tented. Here I shall remain for the
Gilliam, two of , Bellchambers' old remainder of my days. You see this
friends, went for a little run on the robe that I wear?" Bellchambers caother Bide. While pottering around in ressingly .touched the straight-han- g
Italy and Switzerland, they happened; ing garment: "At last I have found
one day, to hear of a monastery In the something that will not bag at the
Swiss alps that promised something knees.. I have attained "
At that moment the deep boom of
outside of the ordinary tourist-beguing attractions. The monastery was the great brass bell reverberated
almost inaccessible to the average through the monastery. It must have
sightseer, being on an extremely rug- been a summons to Immediate devo
ged and precipitous spur of the moun- tions, for Brother Ambrose bowed
tains. The attractions it possessed his head, turned and left the chamber
but did not advertise were, first, an without another word. A slight wave
exclusive and divine cordial made by of his hand as he passed through the
the monks that was said to far sur- stone doorway seemed to say a fare
pass benedictine and chartreuse. Next well to his old friends. They left the
a huge brass bell so purely and ac- monastery without seeing him again.
And this is the story that Tommy
curately cast that it had not ceased
sounding since It was first rung three Eyres and Lancelot Gilliam brought
hundred years ago. Finally, it was back with them from their latest
asserted that no Englishman had ever European tour.
set foot within Its walls. Eyres and
Gilliam decided that these three reStunt That Failed.
ports called for investigation.
It took them two days with the aid Every little bit of business has a
of two guides to reach the monastery meaning au its own upon the stage.
of St Gondrau. It stood upon a froz- The slightest change in a given action
en, wind-swecrag with the snow may result in a failure "to get across."
piled about it in treacherous, drifting Miss May Irwin was explaining this
masses.
They were hospitably re- fact the other day as she waited for
ceived by the brothers whose duty it the curtain to get up on her latest
was to entertain the infrequent guest success. "You've got to work these
They drank of the precious cordial, things out with care," she said. "You
finding it rarely potent and reviving. remember that scene In which I drink
They listened to the great
tea out of a saucer in this show? Well,
bell, and learned that they were that killed 'em dead everywhere we
pioneer travelers, In those gray stone went People used to go into hysterwalls, over the Englishman whose ics. The action was always delayed,
restless feet have trodden nearly ev- so that we counted on It. We had
ery corner of the earth.
to frame up something to do while
At three o'clock on the afternoon that torrent of laughter poured over
they arrived, the two young Gotham-lte- s the house, v '
stood with good Brother Cristo-- f
"We were on the 'dog trip, trying
er In the great cold hallway of the the play out on the small towns,
monastery to watch the monks march when we struck a little burg np the
past on their way to the refectory. state. I came on, went through my
They came slowly, pacing by twos, usual stunts and finally began to
with their heads bowed treading drink tea out of a saucer. No one
noiselessly with sandaled feet upon laughed. No one even cracked a
the rough stone flags. As the proces- smile. They all sat there, as quiet as
sion slowly filed past Eyres suddenly a bunch of deaf mute undertakers
gripped Gilliam by the arm. . "Look," holding a lodge of sorrow. I couldn't
he whispered, eagerly, "at the one Just understand it at all, and that night
opposite you now the one on this after the show was over I asked the
side, with his hand at his waist if house manager:
that Isn't Johnny Bellchambers then
"Why didn't the audience laugh
I never saw him!"
when I drank tea out of a saucer?"
Gilliam saw and recognized the lost
" And why,' said he, 'should they
glass of fashion.
Ain't that the
you always
laugh?
"What the deuce," said he, wonder- drink it?" Cincinnatiway
Times-Sta-r.'
ingly, "is old Bell doing here? Tom
A LITERARY RECEPTION.
my, It surely can't be he I Never heard
of Bell having a turn for the religious,
Fact Is. I've heard him say things

They Preserve Clothing From Moths,
and Are Good for Cleaning Numerous Articles.

i
I
I

McKEAN & CHEETHAM,

Fraternal Societies

The mere fact that moths cannot
read is no reason why they should de- -

n

dence.

USES FOR OLD NEWSPAPERS

No Wonder.
Mrs, Henpeckke My husband pro8anta Fe, N. M.
posed to me thirteen times before I
him.
accepted
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
Mrs, Dashaway I have often wondered what made him so supersti- Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

M.

(07753)

Copies In triplicate to Forest Supervisor, Cowles, N. M.
SepL 12, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Santiai
go Ortega, ot Pecos, N. M., who, on

Sept 5, 1906, made homestead entry
No. 98S5, for SE 1-- 4 SW
and Lots
2 3, 4, Section 31,
Township 17 N
Range 12 E., N. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of Intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
oi Receiver U. S. land office at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 20th day of October,
1911.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Maria Ortega, Placldo Armijo,
Fernandez Armijo, and Gregorio
Sandoval, all of Pecos, N. M. ;
MANUEL R. OTEHO,
Register.

The New Mexican Priming Company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of lattices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, la
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers end canvas sides, hall fal
index In front and the fees of Justices
ot the peace and constables printed
la full on the Srst page. The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made np in dvV and criminal dockets,
pages each, or wlta
separate of
both civil and criminal bound in on
book, 80 pase civil and S20 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices
n.7
Civil or Criminal
GomMred Civil and Orla'li.4 .. iM
For

45

for a atagte

cents

docket, or 55 cents additional tor a
combination docket, they will ee sea!
by mall or prepaid express. Cask ta
order. Stat
fall most accompany

ornted neaflinc is waaiec,

Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Still retains its high place as the beet
household remedy for all coughs ant
tious.
Chas. R. Eaaley cows, eiwer ior cnuuron or grown per- Chas. P. Eaetey.
sons. Prevents serious results from v 4
EASLEY A EASLEY.
Change In the Plane.
;
cold. Take only the genuine Foley
Law.
at
Attorneys
Wigwag I wonder why It is that
Practice in the courts ana before Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse v
tome men seem born to command and
substitutes. For sale by ail drugglsta. :.;
yet never quite fulfill our expecta- Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
tions?"
,
If you want anytami ea earQt trj
Henpeckke Maybe they get ma Santa re, N. ml, branch Offlce
New Krtcaa Want 1A
,

t

6

-

v
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Andrews "Cash" no.

GROCERY

BAKERY

AND

MARKET

"UNCLE SAM"
Inspects all the BEEF, iVEAL AND PORK we sell.

We Buy the Best K.

C.

Meats.

F. Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No. 4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

THE BAILT fiBaHD

IP.

Santa Fe, N. M, Sept. 19.
X For New Mexico Generally
X cloudy with local showers in
north and east portion tonight
or Wednesday.

X
X
X
X

Salt Bricks for your horse and cow
at GOEBELS.
Two Cents per pound for peaches at
Duval Orchard on Weber avenue.
Yes, the films are here and there be
3f good show at the Elks tonight.
Milk and Cream always on hand
at Capital City Dairy. Phone Black,
188.

Beautiful Flowers at the Clarendon
gardens. We know It for they showed us. See the advertisement or bet
ter yet, telephone the order.
Snipe Season Opens The snipe sea
son opened September 15 and will continue to March 1. Limit, 30 in posses-

sion.
Two More --Turks The Albuquerque police picked up two more drunks
s
yesterday besides the seven
from Sunday. The two offenders were
Hush McGaffey ,atiu A. Mace.
Will Publish Spanish
Daily Attorney' Elfego Baca of Albuquerque,
who is a candidate for the district
judgeship, will publish La Opinion
Publica daily from tomorrow on and!
left-over-

Amethysts,

Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
'

VVe

recommend VValtham Watches
ecause we believe them to be the
liest. Our stock offers a wide assortment of

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

E

You Owned a Walt ham."

o

S.

Second-Han-

At the

ONE of the first

d

Goods- -

Goods Sold on Easy Payments.

PHONE, 59 BLACK.

of a modern home

sanitary plumbing equipment,
the domestic health and to keep
the home thoroughly clean and
wholesome at all times, plumbing fixtures affording absolute
and perfect sanitation are a
prime necessity.
;t ; i
",$tMdwd plumbing fixtures
and our expert mechanics will
make your bathroom attractive
and inyiting.
Let us give you an estimate.

d

Second-Han- d

requisites

tc-da-te,

Carpets, Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, &c.

Second-Han-

Phone 12

9

O

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware,

HighestjCash Price Paid for

. . . CLARENDON GARDENS . . .

Ear The Modern Home
I

DAVID LOWITZKI,

New and

SWEET PEAS.
Lomg-Stemme-

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

Dealer io New and

u

o

Pink, White, Primrose, Orange and Scarlet.

will show you the exqui-citel- y
thin model Walthams of
the Colonial Series and will
name the Waltham movement
best suited
to your

z

the-start-

ROSES, Pink and White.
ASTERS,
CACTUS DAHLIAS,

WalthamWatches
We

!

Until October 15. The trout season
is open until October 15 and not September 15 as many have ' imagined.
Ducks are always in season, 30 being
the limit to each person.
Born This Morning At the Sani
tarium, to Mr. and Mrs. John Joerns,
a girl, whose birthday falls on the
same date as that of her only brother.
Mrs. Joerns and child are doing well.
All should see "The Old Folks "Sacrifice" a vitagraph well told. Its at
the Elks.
We have it, the beautiful Royal Society line stamped and tinted, with the
embroidery floss, ready to work. See
the advertisement, and better yet,
come in and look at the designs on display.
Indian School Opened The U. S. Industrial School opened yesterday with
a good attendance. The school offers
a fine opportunity for the Indian boy
0'- - girl to gain a liberal
education,
.
practical from
Peaches for Preserving. Bring your
baskets to Duval Orchard. Two cents
".
per pound.
,
Local Showers Predicted It was
cloudy and cool last night , with a
trace of rain. The maximum temperature yesterday was 72 degrees and
the minimum 46 degrees. The relative
humidity was 42 per, cent at 6 p. m.
Perjury Case Tried. Judge McFIe
in the district court today is hearing
a perjury case. It is that of the TerAguilar of Torrance
ritory

IN

Come in and talk viatclt with as. It will
not obligate buying and it may profit you
ZZh, Vt U "plaia wha' constitme,

"It's Time

FE, N. M.

during the campaign.

J
JS

SANTLV

SANTA FE, N. M.

W
W

1

L

county add the charge grew out of.
Aguilar's testimony in the' divorce case
of Luna v. Luna.
Peaches for canning at Duval Orchard, two cents per pound.
One show with a good program at
the Elks tonight.
Charged With Assault W. J. Bailey
was before Justice Jose Maria
g
this afternoon on the charge q
Bid Glover, his brolJ-i- n
law. The Rev. B. F. Summerspre-- f
erred the charge and was the main
witness.
Vas-saultin-

Will

Come to

New Mexico

Mrs.

Carrie Reeves, district deputy Yeoman for the Copper region of Michi"
gan, will soon join her brother F.
W. Farmer of this city, who is state
manager of the Yeomen and who will
appoint her a district deputy lor
Texas.

Seriously Burned A. Pino, while
standing near a camp fire at Pina,
Taos county, was set on fire and horribly burned. ' It is eared he will die,
although to save his life one hand has
been amputated and skin grafting has
been resorted to for the other wounds.
Home After October 5. Announcements of the marriage of Miss Ella
Gertrude Jones to Clarence1'Bowlds
have been received by their Mends
and from these announcements it is
ascertained that the newly married
couple will be home after October at
118 Guadalupe Street, this city.
al
The Wide Awake buyer-wi- ll
ways keep their eye ontbeadvertise-men- t
of the. wide awake' merchant,
John Pflueger is keeping pace with
the progressive movement of the city
and has at all times the shoes that
are in demand. See his advertise
ment on page three.
Notice Phillip Hesch, Jr., requests
any and all persons having accounts
against his son, C. W. Hesch, to present same to him at the planing mill.
Five dollars a word was what it
cost Andres Guerra to accost a woman
whom he did not know In a cafe at El
Paso. Her husband called an officer
and had him arrested. "I didn't speak
over five words to her, judge,", said
Guerra in the corporation court. "If
you accosted her at all that's sufficient," said Recorder Pool. "I'll fine
you $25."
The Cat Came Back and She Got
the Money are good comedies and a
good laugh at the Elks tonight.
Bishop Quail to Lecture The offi
cial board of the W. C. T. U. met at
the parlqrs of St. John's Methodist
Episcopal church last night and ap- to make ar-- j
pointed a
rangements for the lecture of Bishop
Quaile at the court house in this city
on Tuesday, September 26.
Peaches,, two cents per pound. ' In
quire at Duval Orchard on Weber
:,'''
avenue.
Many More Exhibits One has but
to glance in the .windows of the U. S.
Bank and Trust Company to see that
the exhibits are increasing in number
and variety from, day to day. Among
the latest products are wild goose
plums and some very fine apples from
the orchard of V. Schafranka of
tempting grapes from Chas.
fruits
Haynes; large and luscious

FOR SALE BY

4

J?

A-

-

5

.91
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A

it

twenty-three-fo-

I

the country, especially the grand scenery, and expects to go there again
when he can spend more time. He left
for his home in Topeka, Kansas, last
F.-Fox, general manager of the Thursday.
Western division of the Santa Fe, accompanied by his brother, George W.
Have you Kurnishe Rooms to Rent?
Fox, a contractor of Marysville, Ohio,
A little campaign Want advertising
and F. J. Mackie, train master of
in the New Mexican will keep the in- arrived in the city yester- come from your furnished rooms from I
day and will leave today in Mr. Fox's lapsing. The classified columns are?
private car for 4lbu(iuerque.
always looked up closely and it will,
When seen yesterday, Mr. Fox was pay you well to use them.
with City Agent Harvey S. Lutz, end
was sitting in a barber shop awaiting
Foley Kidney Pills.
the order "next" Mr. Fox had a fort- Will reach your individual case if you
night's growth of whiskers which told have any form of kidney and bladder
that he had been on an outing.
trouble or urinary irregularities. Try ,
"Yes, it is the .first I have had in them.' For sale by all druggists.
just 27 years. Not that I could not get
a vacation before that, but I did not
Let Him Know It If you are out ot
a position, you must let the employer
ask for it"
Asked if he ha been taking the know it. A want advertisement in the
New Mexican will reach every business and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in the
92....Phone....92
territory. If you have any special tat
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.
Says He

t

Nothing of the
wetz Colfax Coat
Fields' Cure.
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HOUSE

242 Lower Palace Avenue
We bake our
Home Cooking
own bread, pies, cakes, etc. The
best meal in Santa Fe, regardless
of price, at 35 CENTS. Weekly or
monthly rates upon application.
TRY OUR SUNDAY DINNER..

W.G BUSH, Prop.

Phonefted

DAHLIAS,
PANSIES.
JAMES C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers.
Phone, Black 204.

it

1

"

A PRIVATE BOARDING

SWEET PEAS,

)

1

The New State

92.. .Phone ..92
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MARKET
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Ripley-Mor- a
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1911.
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19,

Ripley-Morawet-
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SEPTEMBER

from the Sunshine Ranch ot Former
z
cure traveling over
Governor L. Bradford Prince; honey the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pafrom M. W. Thompson of Santa Cruz; cific through the Colfax county coal
fifteen-inccorn from Rafael Herrera fields on which the Santa Fe railway
at .Los Polvadera; many fruits from is said to be casting envious eyes, Mr.
the orchard of Dr. John H. Sloan; Fox declared that he knew nothing of
peaches and pears of most appetizing this alleged deal. "As far as I am conappearance from the Sunny Slope cerned I have had nothing to do with
Ranch of Cowboy Detective Charles A. it telegraphic reports notwithstandiSiringo near Santa Fe; (they were ir- ng. I went fishing and horseback
well), riding, visiting f Charles Springer's
rigated from a
and some large and fine looking apple ranch and other places. We had a defrom the ranch of Reginald G. Cobbett, lightful time and caught plenty of
fish."
near Tesuque.
Mr. Fox looked the picture of health
Tonight program at the Elks "She
Got the Money," "The Cat came and it was evident that even with his
Back," "The Old Folks Sacrifice," and gigantic frame to stand hard work the
outing has done him lots of good.
"The Indian Sacrifice."
Other Official- -.
Two Cents Per Pound for peaches
General Auditor BennelL of the SanDuval Orchard, on Weber avenue, near
ta Fe system, was a visitor in Taos
Buena Vista Heights.
last week, looking over the country. ;
He was accompanied to Taos from
FOX TAKES FIRST
Hodges by G. F. Murray. Mr. Bennell .
VACATION IN 27 YARS. j expressed himself highly pleased with

.

C
Santa Fe Hardware & 'Supply Co:
:
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is an UP-safe guard

TUESDAY,
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415 Palace Avenue.
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